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Welcome to the 
Spring 2023 
issue of Airside 
International.
This issue’s 
features consider 

the moves being made by ground power unit 
(GPU) manufacturers to meet the ever-
increasing demand for more environmentally 
friendly power sources. This challenge is also 
facing suppliers of ambulifts – the subject of 
another of our features.

Complementing the GPU review is an 
interview with US-based Aviation Battery 
Systems, which offers the unique, portable, 
battery-powered StartStick GPU. 

In a further feature, we talk to a couple of 
the big suppliers of emergency vehicles that 
are a vital – and obligatory – feature of any 
airport operation.

In an ‘Innovation in Airport Equipment’ 
special we meet with UK-based zero-
emissions vehicle manufacturer Electra 
Commercial Vehicles, which offers bespoke, 
specialist electric vehicle solutions for 
airport applications.

Other suppliers that describe aspects of 
their latest offerings in these pages include 

Finland-based sustainable fuel specialist 
Neste, Brussels-based apron systems 
supplier ADB SAFEGATE and UK-based 
wireless communications specialist dBD 
Communications.

Another high-tech specialist, Targa 
Telematics, talks us through its airport 
telematics unit, which is “enabling the 
digitisation of airport processes, allowing 
operators to perform their tasks in a safer, 
more efficient and regulated manner”.

We cover the latest news from Brussels 
and Birmingham Airports and the vital 
contribution that handlers make to all 
airside operations is not forgotten, with 
word from Spain’s Iberia Airport Services 
and Grupo EULEN in the US.

We consider calls being made by the 
International Air Transport Association 
(IATA) for the industry to improve ground 
support equipment as part of efforts to 
improve safety on the ramp. Finally, we look 
back at the important role that Magnus 
Johansson has played at Sweden-based 
aircraft tractor manufacturer Kalmar 
Motor and, indeed, his influence in the 
development of electric pushbacks on 
today’s airport ramps.

We hope you enjoy the issue.
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Tackling on-airport 
emergencies

F E A T U R E  |  E M E R G E N C Y  V E H I C L E S

Leonding, Austria-based 
Rosenbauer describes 
itself as the world’s 
leading manufacturer of 
systems for firefighting 
and disaster protection. It 

offers vehicles, fire extinguishing systems, 
equipment and digital solutions for 

A PANTHER with its boom raised

professional, industrial, plant and volunteer 
fire services, and the airport market is an 
important one for the company.

In fact, Rosenbauer offers a large range 
of firefighting vehicles that are specifically 
designed for airport operations. These 
include command vehicles, its Rapid 
Intervention Vehicle (RIV), escape stairs 

and the BUFFALO aircraft rescue and 
firefighting (ARFF) vehicle, as well as its 
flagship PANTHER ARFF.

Philip Platzl, Rosenbauer’s global 
product manager for airport rescue 
and firefighting vehicles, notes that the 
group offers a comprehensive range of 
solutions for airports around the globe, 

Airport fire department vehicles must be prepared for many tasks: they must be ready for all 

sors of emergencies besides being on hand for preventive fire protection. They may have to 

operate off hardstanding as well as on airport stands, runways and taxiways, and carry and 

deliver large amounts of firefighting agent quickly and effectively. Their availability is also, of 

course, a legal requirement for airports to operate
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demonstrating the value of its portfolio 
beyond vehicles and equipment in the 
area of digital solutions and simulators.

Its simulators, for example, enable more 
environmentally friendly operations, 
reduce training costs and raise the 
value of training to the highest possible 
level. Plus, its Connected Fleet solution 
digitises checklists, current deployment 
data, situational awareness and situation 
management variables, as well as 
providing an overview of the status of 
vehicles and components.

Another of the major players in the on-
airport firefighting market is Wisconsin, 
US-headquartered Oshkosh Airport 
Products, part of the giant Oshkosh 
manufacturing group. Its flagship ARFF 
is its Striker vehicle, available in 4x4, 6x6 
and 8x8 configurations, while its Stinger 
rapid intervention vehicle is designed 
to respond to firefighting, hazardous 
materials (hazmat), aircraft rescue and 
other emergencies.

All its ARFF vehicles offer “innovative fire 
suppression technology, unmatched chassis 
performance, advanced safety systems, smart 
design, and unsurpassed reliability and 
durability”, the company says.

Improving market
Jack Bermingham, business unit director 
at Oshkosh Airport Products, explains 
that ARFF vehicles are a necessity for 
commercial airports around the world to 
meet minimum requirements set forth by 
various regulatory authorities. Because 
ARFFs are a ‘must-have’, airports have not 
shied away from maintaining their fleets 
and keeping them up to date whatever 
the impact of the pandemic on flying 
passenger traffic and, consequently, on 
airport operational intensities.

That said, “Airports did some slowing or 
postponing of fleet replacements through 
the beginning of the pandemic due to 
challenged budgets from softer passenger 
traffic,” he says.

More positively, though: “We have seen 
various geographical areas begin to rebound 
as passenger traffic begins to normalise 
to pre-pandemic levels. North America 
and Europe were the first regions to have 

E M E R G E N C Y  V E H I C L E S  |  F E A T U R E 

Philip Platzl, global product manager for 
airport rescue and firefighting vehicles at 
Rosenbauer

Jack Bermingham of Oshkosh

passenger traffic rebound to pre-pandemic 
levels and as a result we have seen more 
market activity in these regions.

“We continue to look forward to 
supporting our customers’ needs by 
helping maintain their existing fleets and 
producing/delivering new vehicles with 
the latest technology.”

Rosenbauer’s Platzl has also seen a slow 
recovery in the market from the effects of 
the Covid pandemic. However, especially 
in Europe, high inflation and other 
economic factors are affecting confidence.

He agrees with Bermingham that, in 
general, the ARFF vehicle is a ‘must-have’ 
depending on the airport category, but 
adds: “We have noticed a stretching of 
vehicle lifecycles due to the investment 
freeze of many airports.

“In some cases, further investment 
in service and maintenance can bridge 
a few more years [before expensive 
procurements are made].” 

Things have been more upbeat in 
the US, Latin America and the Middle 
East, Platzl continues, where there has 
been relatively consistent demand for 
firefighting equipment. Moreover, he is 
expecting to see a “normalisation” of the 
general global market within the next 
couple of years.

Evolving demand patterns
One of the major changes in the focus 
of those looking to acquire ARFFs and 
other firefighting equipment relates to 
sustainability, Platzl suggests. Indeed: 
“I think the global challenge of fighting 
climate change and the related initiatives in 
the aviation sector, especially those under 
the direct control of airport operators, will 
play a crucial role in the future.

“We gave our answer to this challenge 
at Interschutz 2022, the [fire and rescue 
service] industry's leading trade show. 
Taking responsibility is at the core of our 
future success. We want to change the world 
of firefighting sustainably. That's why we 
live sustainability in all aspects and why 
we also see ourselves as the first point of 
contact for decision-makers and opinion 
leaders in the firefighting industry.”

Rosenbauer’s portfolio of electrically 

powered products enables it to support 
customers in “the mobility revolution”, 
he continues. “In the ARFF segment, 
we have already been able to provide a 
preview of the future of ARFF with the 
world premiere of the PANTHER electric. 

“The PANTHER electric is a concept that 
is now in transition to series development. 
We see the PANTHER electric as an all-
electric airport firefighting vehicle. All 
functions such as driving or extinguishing 
can be handled purely electrically without 
compromise. An emergency back-up system 
(compact diesel engine) is available as a 
fallback level.”
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Also at Interschutz, Rosenbauer 
presented a number of different systems 
that it expects will be very useful for 
those in the airport market. For example, 
it has worked intensively on the topic of 
extinguishing high-voltage battery fires. The 
battery of an electric vehicle represents a 
separate and new potential source of fire, 
with new challenges to emergency forces, 
Platzl points out. “With our extinguishing 

system, firefighters can safely, efficiently 
and quickly put fires out, because we cool 
the cells directly inside.”

Plus, in the field of robotics, 
Rosenbauer has expanded its product 
portfolio with the launch of its RTE Robot 
tracked ‘crawler’ vehicle, which takes 
firefighting “to a new level of safety”, 
Platzl says, noting that a robot can be 
used wherever a situation becomes too 

dangerous for humans.
For ARFF vehicles, technologies, 

available components and high-tech 
materials become available faster than 
the product life cycle of a fire engine, he 
notes. “Customer needs are increasingly 
derived from pioneers in the tech or 
automotive industry, while at the same 
time meeting classic fire department 
requirements, such as fail-safety and 

F E A T U R E  |  E M E R G E N C Y  V E H I C L E S

Bristol Airport, in the 
southwest of England, 
has added a brand new 
fire engine to its fleet 
of ARFF vehicles: an 
Oshkosh Striker 3.0. 

Bristol is the first UK airport to take 
delivery of this third-generation vehicle, 
which joined its fleet on 18 November. 

Bristol Airport’s fire team was, at the 
time of writing, completing an intensive 
training course on the new vehicle. The 
Striker ARFF is a 39-tonne fire vehicle 
and carries a four-person crew. It has a 

700 brake horsepower engine and a top 
speed of 72mph.  The vehicle carries 
12,000 litres of water, 1,700 litres of foam 
and a 7,500 litre-per-minute water pump.

The new vehicle forms part of 
Bristol Airport’s regular vehicle 
replacement programme, Matthew 
Kilyon, deputy chief fire officer at 
Bristol Airport, confirms.

Graeme Gamble, chief operating 
officer at Bristol Airport, comments: 
“Our priority is the safety of passengers 
and colleagues in all Bristol Airport 
operations, and we’re delighted to be the 

Bristol Airport acquires new Oshkosh ARFF 

first airport in the UK to take delivery of 
such an advanced fire vehicle.

“The fire and rescue service is a critical 
part of our operation, and the fire team 
are permanently on call day and night and 
ready to respond to any eventuality.

“We wanted to ensure that the new 
appliance is equipped with the very latest 
in firefighting technology. A complex 
environment such as Bristol Airport 
requires a specially trained fire team with 
its own specialist equipment and we are 
delighted to have added the Striker to the 
airport’s fire vehicle fleet.” 

Bristol Airport now has five major 
foam tenders and maintains three at 
operational ready-to-go status at all times, 
with two in reserve. The gateway also has 
a ‘Domestic’ vehicle and a 4x4 command 
vehicle for emergencies.

More exactly, the airport has three High 
Reaching Extendable Turret (HRET) 
vehicles and two monitors that make up 
the firefighting fleet. The aim is to have the 
two HRETs, one monitor and the command 
vehicle ready to go at all times, supported by 
the reserve vehicles.

The fleet is operated by a crew of nine 
available at all times over four different 
crews, with a total of 46 personnel being 
on-strength. The Domestic vehicle is crewed 
when required to respond to incidents.

The new vehicle is replacing one of 
five foam tenders.

As of this time, there are no planned 
changes to capability, Kilyon says. 
However, the rest of the fleet remains on 
a replacement programme and will be 
updated when required, he adds.   

Bristol Airport’s new 
Oshkosh ARFF vehicle
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Bermingham, “This tour provided airport 
fire departments around the world with 
an opportunity to experience this vehicle’s 
revolutionary capabilities of full electric 
driving with reliable hybrid emergency 
response systems.”

He explains: “We were able to gain 
valuable product feedback from end 
users during their immersive hands-on 
experience with the apparatus. The Striker 
Volterra ARFF meets all NFPA 414 and 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
(ICAO) standards and our fully electric 
range testing exceeded all expectations.” 
The non-profit National Fire Protection 
Association’s NFPA 414 lays out an 
industry standard for aircraft rescue and 
firefighting vehicles in terms of design 
and performance.

The Volterra will, Bermingham 
concludes, “enable most airports to 
operate all of their non-emergency driving 
in fully electric mode and further reduce 
their airport’s carbon footprint”. 

challenges like most other industries and 
job sectors. As a result, there are new 
firefighters being trained to operate these 
large and complex pieces of machinery.

“Our team of engineers continues to 
develop and optimise our Command 
Zone® controls to make sure the 
operations of the Oshkosh Striker ARFF 
vehicle are as easy and intuitive as 
possible. And in 2022 we introduced a 
new cab design providing an updated 
driver’s cockpit which optimises the 
placement of controls so as to be more 
ergonomically and logically located, 
allowing operators to focus more on the 
mission at hand.”

Like Rosenbauer, Oshkosh Airport 
Products is also working on more 
sustainable firefighting options, and an 
entirely new Striker is being developed 
as a greener variant of current vehicles. 
The Striker Volterra ARFF recently 
completed an extensive road tour through 
the UK and continental Europe and, says 

worst-case scenarios. As a result, there 
is constant adaptation and further 
development throughout the life cycle.

“Together with our customers – the 
users who offer their feedback – the 
PANTHER embodies precisely this ability 
to constantly improve, even within the 
current generation,” he concludes.

Learning together
Oshkosh’s Bermingham considers that the 
ARFF industry “continues to learn, grow 
and develop together. When a rare and 
unfortunate aircraft incident occurs, the 
ARFF industry collectively educates each 
other to continuously improve.

“Our Oshkosh Airport Products team 
listens to the industry’s needs and works 
hand in hand with our customers to 
offer technology solutions which support 
airport fire departments and their ever-
changing environment.

“In recent years, we have seen airport 
fire departments faced with labour 

E M E R G E N C Y  V E H I C L E S  |  F E A T U R E 
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Trends in the ambulift market

F E A T U R E  |  A M B U L I F T S

Murat Denge, 
managing 
director of 
Istanbul, Turkey-
headquartered 
GSE supplier 

DENGE Airport Equipment, is confident 
that the worst effects of the Covid crisis 
on the aviation industry are well behind 
us, and that the recovery in business is 
being seen in the company’s ambulift 
products as much as in its various other 
GSE product lines.

Rising passenger traffic as well as the 
fact that orders that had been paused are 
now being followed through is facilitating 
what he describes as “nice growth” – 
indeed, DENGE has seen its sales more 
than triple of late, which is encouraging 
it to consider expanding in capacity (of 
which more below). And for ambulifts, 
one of the company’s most popular 
product types, growth has been significant 
and “more than expected”.

Demand for DENGE’s ambulifts, as 
for its other products, is spurred by the 

high-quality sales support that it provides 
“compared to the competition”, Murat 
Denge says, noting: “This encourages 
repetitive customer demand for us, which 
shows trust in our product as well as in 
our after-sales support.

“Moreover, regarding after-sales support, 
we have also made remote access easier 
in relation to upgrading or servicing the 
software of our units,” he continues. “And 
for emergency procedures, we have added 
new options where the customer can 
complete the operation easily, even when 

Two particular themes are being identified by those GSE suppliers whose product ranges include 

ambulifts – highly specialised vehicles designed to assist passengers with restricted mobility 

(PRMs) getting on an off aircraft. One is the overall increase in demand for these units that has 

been seen over the last year or so and the other is the growing demand for electric variants
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working on electric trucks and the 
electrification of diesel trucks; however, 
what we see is this will not be as feasible 
in the short term as an electric self-
propelled ambulift version, since the costs 
of trucks’ electrification is higher.”

An electric ambulift would add to the 
electrically powered GSE portfolio that 
DENGE already offers, which includes 
electric stairs and belt loaders. “The 
electrification process for our ambulift is 
under way and hopefully we will finalise 
the process for self-propelled water and 
lavatory service units immediately after,” 
Murat Denge confirms.

Demand for electric GSE is only going 
to grow ever greater, he believes. “Not 
only for ambulifts, but we expect to see 
demand for greener GSE across all lines in 
the coming years. Thus, we are investing 
in this direction. Our relevant department 
has doubled in size and we have brought 
many new engineers into this department. 
In fact, we are not subcontracting this 
part of the manufacturing process, but we 
are doing all associated manufacturing 
and installations in-house, including the 
required software.

“The relevant new technologies 
come under the auspices of our R&D 
department, but as mentioned the 
current costs of these electric units 
when compared to old units is high, and 
the industry needs to digest this price 
difference – a process that will take time. 

“Moreover, regulations for the use of 
electric GSE and sanctions for the use of 
diesel/gasoline engines will change more 
and more each day, and it will certainly 
be mandatory in the future for handlers to 
use more green GSE.”

 As a result, says Murat Denge, his 
company is proud to be taking a leading 
role in this area amongst GSE suppliers.

Away from the issue of ‘going green’, 
other improvements are also being made 
to DENGE’s ambulift offering. “We will 
have new updates for our unit designs, 
the look as well as interior cabin design 
changes, which we believe our customers 
will like,” Murat Denge reveals. “Since 
DENGE is the market leader and we hold 
the biggest market share in Turkey, we 

upgrading DENGE’s ambulift offering. 
“Our R&D [research and development] 
department is always working on 
improvements,” says Murat Denge. 
“Recently, new electrical applications of 
our ambulifts have been launched.”

Plus, in order to minimise harmful 
emissions from diesel units, “We are also 
switching to new engine variants with higher 
[emission] norms, which also means changes 
in controls and in ease of operation.”

 
Going electric
As mentioned above, DENGE wants to 
perfect an electric ambulift design for 
the on-airport market. “The frequency of 
enquiries for electric GSE is on the rise, 
and the unit which we will offer will be 
the self-propelled SD-5804, a popular 
product due to its wide range of service 
height,” says Murat Denge.

“Plus, our R&D department is also 

there is a hydraulic or electric failure – 
which we don’t see very often anyway.”

Fortunately, then: “Although it was 
difficult to travel during the pandemic, 
thanks to the quality of our technical 
team and the high quality of our 
products, we did not have that much of a 
requirement [to travel].”

While demand for ambulifts has risen 
significantly, on the downside are the 
various economic and geopolitical problems 
and uncertainties around the world that 
continue to impact the global supply chain 
and mean longer lead times for deliveries. 
“This has had an effect on the nature of 
the demand for GSE, especially for mobile 
units,” Murat Denge notes. “Commercial 
truck-based models have become more 
preferable, since the critical components are 
integral to these vehicles, thus helping us 
offer shorter lead times.”

Meanwhile, work has continued on 

A M B U L I F T S  |  F E A T U R E 

Bulmor’s SideBull in action

DENGE offers a 
range of ambulifts
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Like Murat Denge, Gruber is seeing 
problems in the global economic and 
geopolitical situations now causing 
difficulties above and beyond those 
posed by Covid. “The biggest challenge 
for manufacturing companies currently 
lie in the interrupted supply chains 
which result in long delivery times,” he 
says. “But our focus for this year is to 
fully ramp up production again to cope 
with higher demand. We have started 
pre-production of units again to be able 
to serve the market within a reasonable 
time frame.”

‘Strong recovery’
The picture as regards having enjoyed a 
pronounced market recovery last year 
is pretty much the same at Dungannon, 
Northern Ireland-headquartered GSE supplier 
Mallaghan. According to sales director Owen 
McKenna, the company enjoyed a very strong 
recovery across its ambulift/PRM high-lift 
ranges throughout 2022 and had a strong 
order book as 2023 opened.

Some of the highlights of last year 
included Spain-based services provider 
Multiservicios/Clece ordering a large fleet 
of vehicles subsequent to the business 
having won all the country’s major 
mainland airport PRM licences, McKenna 
notes. There were also other notable 
deliveries throughout the Americas, 
Europe, the Middle East and Africa.

Mallaghan offers a mix of both truck-
mounted and self-propelled ambulift 
units, with its self-propelled unit tending 
to be more popular for smaller airports. 
Either way, Mallaghan now has electric 
variants right across its ambulift portfolio.

Indeed, for the company’s wide range 
of high-lift products: “Mallaghan’s 
main focus [in recent times] has been 
developing our electric powertrain 
solutions, as they offer the ability to meet 
all the current operational needs for that 
family of GSE,” McKenna concludes.

Thunder
Last summer, Italian GSE manufacturer 
AVIOGEI sold its first Thunderlift PRM 
vehicle into the UK market, to aviation 
services provider ABM Aviation. The 

the increasing demand for electric PRM 
vehicles. In fact, says Gruber: “We have 
been working for more than five years to 
electrify our entire portfolio.

“Our smaller, compact FrontBull was 
our first ambulift to be fully battery 
electric. The larger SideBull, which is 
based on the latest lithium-ion technology 
and fast-charge capability, was finished 
before the Covid crisis but we decided 
to delay the market launch until 2021 – 
ready for market recovery but not wasting 
marketing resources.

“Our entire product range is now fully 
available as battery-powered – we can 
offer small lifts for regional airport up to 
vehicles for A380 upper deck operations 
all in fully electric form.”

He continues: “We see a strong move 
away from diesel-powered to battery/
electric ambulifts. 2022 was the first year 
we sold more electric vehicles than diesel-
powered ones. But there is still a long way 
to go. Lots of airports still do not have the 
electric infrastructure required for fast 
battery charging.”

expect a nice future in aviation. Thus, we 
have already started investing in two new 
factories, as a result of which we are going 
to double our capacity.”

The first phase of the expansion process 
will take place in summer 2023, with 
the second phase in summer 2024. An 
additional 11,000m2 of production space 
will bring to 23,000m2 the total space 
available for manufacturing.

‘A year of recovery’
As with DENGE Airport Equipment so for 
Vienna, Austria-headquartered sideloader 
and multidirectional loader supplier 
Bulmor, “2022 was the year of recovery of 
our aviation sector business unit,” says its 
head of sales airground, Konrad Gruber. 
For the company’s airground technologies 
operation: “Sales numbers are not yet 
fully back to pre-pandemic levels, but 
we now see very strong demand – much 
higher than we originally expected at the 
beginning of 2022.”

Like DENGE and other ambulift 
suppliers, Bulmor is fully cognisant of 

F E A T U R E  |  A M B U L I F T S

A Mallaghan ambulift in use at Madrid Barajas Airport
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minimise its units’ harmful emissions, as 
Woodroofe’s comments from Manchester 
Airport attest. AVIOGEI showed off its 
green credentials at the GSE Expo Europe 
exhibition held in Paris in September last 
year, displaying on its stand a prototype 
of a hybrid hydrogen powertrain designed 
for ground support equipment.

The hybrid hydrogen unit was installed 
on one of AVIOGEI’s ambulifts, though 
the company is looking at its potential 
application on a range of GSE types.

PaxLift: a dedicated design for PRMs 
A relative newcomer to the ambulift fold 
is PaxLift, a vehicle designed from the 
ground up for moving PRMs rather than 
a modification of an existing vehicle type. 
Offered to the aviation market since 2016 by 
Verona, Italy-based Baumann, a specialist 
in sideloaders, the PaxLift uses three lifting 
columns to elevate its cabin up to a height 
of 8m in what Baumann describes as floor-

reduced mobility.”
Chris Woodroofe, managing director 

of Manchester Airport, adds: “This new 
equipment underscores our commitment, 
and that of our partners, to an industry-
leading model for sustainable operations, 
building on our commitment to be a net-
zero airport by 2038. 

“We firmly believe that travel should be 
accessible for everyone and are proud of 
our work with ABM to make that a reality 
for the many thousands of passengers with 
restricted mobility who use our airport each 
year. Investment in new and innovative 
technologies such as this can only be a 
positive thing for passenger experience.”

For Cesarini: “Technology is 
fundamental to ensure passenger service 
excellence and critical for those with 
reduced mobility as they need to move 
with confidence safely.”

And technology can also be very 
useful in the GSE supplier’s mission to 

first of two units was delivered before 
the end of last year for an expected rapid 
deployment at Manchester Airport. 
Indeed, the Thunderlift was due to 
enter service soon after, with a suitable 
charging facility being installed airside.

“AVIOGEI is very pleased to have ABM 
Aviation as the first UK operator of our 
Thunderlift 6000E,” enthuses Andrea 
Cesarini, the GSE supplier’s CEO. “This 
new equipment will not only benefit 
PRMs as a much comfortable and safer 
equipment, but also the environment once 
the Thunderlift is fully electric.”

The sale represents the first appearance 
of the Thunderlift in the UK market 
and Jim Niblock, managing director 
at ABM Aviation, notes: “Introducing 
the Thunderlift vehicle into our fleet 
at Manchester Airport reflects our 
commitment to reducing our carbon 
footprint while delivering best-in-class 
experience for passengers travelling with 
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The innovative PaxLift ambulift
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seen a higher interest in PaxLift than 
before lockdown. Everybody, especially 
in these times, is looking for more 
efficient vehicles, with better comfort for 
passengers. That’s where we think PaxLift 
has a real advantage.”

Looking ahead, Pirpamer says: “Our 
focus is now on selling and producing a 
lot of vehicles. We have a new production 
facility and logistic centre, and our new 
testing centre is nearing completion. We 
are gearing up to be able to produce the 
quantity of units [required] to increase 
our market share.”

Plus: “We are working intensively on 
our all-electric E-PaxLift, which should 
be released shortly. We have decades of 
experience in electric vehicles but the 
demand for airside electric machines is a 
little behind our industrial sectors.

“Once operators experience the 
difference, they give us great feedback and 
that makes us very positive for the future,” 
he concludes. 

International Air Transport Association’s 
Airport Handling Manual (AHM) 913 – it 
now has full camera and laser guidance 
with no-touch functionality, for instance.

“We’ve also made refinements to the 
vehicle entrance to provide complete 
operator safety at door level,” Pirpamer 
informs. “PaxLift is extremely time-
efficient as the docking process is 
optimised and no repositioning is needed. 
We wanted to make this as simple as 
possible. Weatherproofed laser-sensors 
control the final approach to the aircraft, 
automatically aligning the platform 
to a secure position without touching, 
automatically stopping the angle and 
extension of the platform.”

The sale of those two PaxLifts to 
Brussels Airport is indicative of the uptick 
in demand seen by all the other ambulift 
suppliers who talked to this magazine 
for the feature. Pirpamer recalls: “Covid 
dramatically impacted the market in 
2020 and 2021 but from last year we have 

to-door, with no separate lifting required to 
access the cabin.

The vehicle has all-wheel steer and 
integrated hydraulic suspension for 
maximum comfort during driving, with 
interior space for six wheelchair passengers 
and folding seats for up to 10 assistants. It 
also has a small turning circle.

Sales of the PaxLift have been 
made into markets including the UK, 
Germany, Italy and Hong Kong, with 
two more recently delivered to Brussels 
International Airport in Belgium. The 
airport team there trialled the machine for 
“very intensive operations and were very 
impressed” by it, says Klaus Pirpamer, 
managing director of PaxLift. 

“They brought forward a plan to acquire 
a second vehicle because of the great 
feedback – so, happy travellers and a 
happy airport!” he adds.

Over the last couple of years, Baumann 
has refined many features of the vehicle, 
such as ensuring full compliance with the 
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GPUs go green
Aircraft’s auxiliary power units burn fuel and can be blamed for producing a significant 

proportion of the harmful emissions created at airports and airfields. Traditionally, the ground 

power units (GPUs) that have been used in their stead have been fuelled by diesel, but the move 

towards electric GPUs is gathering pace; besides being greener, these are also much quieter, and 

arguably more cost efficient

F E A T U R E  |  G P U S

At Saint-Cyr-en-Val, 
France-headquartered 
GPU, air-conditioning 
unit (ACU) and air start 
unit (ASU) supplier 
Guinault, producing 

environmentally friendly equipment is a 
high priority, just as using greener GPUs is 
a priority for its customers. “If reducing the 

carbon footprint might have been a strategic 
positioning for companies in the past, the 
environment has now become a pillar in 
purchasing decisions’ processes and airport 
stakeholders’ priorities,” says the company’s 
CEO, Lionel Clermont.

“In this trend, the reduction of auxiliary 
power unit (APU) usage on the airport 
ramp has become a sine qua non condition 

for airports willing to contribute the 
reduction of the carbon footprint. Today, 
APU OFF projects are now often driven by 
environmental departments.”

Guinault’s APU OFF offering relates to 
the provision of APU substitution solutions 
that enable minimal use of expensive and 
emission-creating aircraft APUs when an 
aircraft is on the ground.

A Guinault GPU in a maintenance hangar 
with an Air France KLM aircraft
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investing to develop more efficient and more 
connected ways to optimise ground operations 
with the help of artificial intelligence (AI).”

Sensitive and critical equipment
“As GPUs and ACUs are actually plugged 
into aircraft, they are the most sensitive 
and critical GSE used around an aircraft,” 
Clermont suggests. “And as a manufacturer of 
these systems, Guinault understands that any 
of its customers should be supported by one 
of its experts, anywhere, at any time.

“Developing our own telemetry system 
has allowed us to fulfill that need. Plus, 
the AI Guinault is developing is aimed at 
anticipating equipment breakdowns and 
monitoring GPU and ACU units remotely for 
faster and more efficient technical support.”

Finally, he notes, to match increasing global 
demand for APU OFF solutions, Guinault 
is currently ramping up production while 
nevertheless minimising the carbon footprint 
of its manufacturing processes. It is building 
new, partially self-powered facilities with a 

external solutions: GPUs and ACUs.”         
Clermont continues: “Guinault’s expertise 

allows any aircraft stakeholder the possibility 
to switch off the APU whatever the level of 
infrastructure available. We prioritise the 
electric GPU and PCA [pre-conditioned air] 
for minimising carbon emissions on the 
ramp. However, the company also reminds its 
customers that when existing ramp facilities 
prevent them from using grid-powered 
equipment, a diesel- or battery-powered 
solution still allows them to turn off an APU 
and hence reduce the carbon footprint on the 
ramp by at least 80%.” 

Guinault’s in-house expertise offers it the 
flexibility to meet all its customer needs, 
Clermont says. “Its historical record as a 
manufacturer and supplier of GPUs and PCAs 
to airlines gives it a unique experience of 
aircraft’s electrical and cooling requirements.

“We also innovate according to evolving 
industry requirements: digital engineering 
has therefore been placed at the centre of our 
research and development (R&D). We are 

Guinault customises its commercial offer to 
ensure the shutdown of auxiliary power units 
wherever possible, with options taking into 
account variables such as the type of aircraft 
that might be involved, its configuration, 
airline operator processes and so on.

Auxiliary turbine engine-powered APUs 
are power hungry, more expensive to run than 
the electric motors or diesel engines of ground 
units and, crucially in today’s world, very 
environmentally unfriendly. Indeed, notes 
Clermont: “The use of APUs represents 30 
to 50% of the carbon emissions of an airport 
(landing and take-offs excluded).

“APU OFF has been Guinault’s mission 
since the establishment of the company 
in 1949. Forced to acknowledge that the 
APU consumes an average of 100 to 400 
litres of fuel at each aircraft turnaround, 
continuing to run the aircraft turbines 
during aircraft parking represents an 
environmental and financial shortfall for 
airlines, airports and ground handlers. 
The only alternative to the APU is using 
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Airport Schiphol in the Netherlands. 

Alvest
Going green is one of the biggest priorities 
of the Alvest Group, which is dedicated to 
the design, manufacture and distribution 
of products for the aviation industry. 
Indeed, the group, which includes the 
well-known GSE brands of TLD, Smart 
Airport Systems (SAS), Sage Parts, AERO 
Specialties and service provider Alvest 
Equipment Services (AES), has a mission 
to ‘provide the highest quality products 
and solutions to the aviation industry, and 
to help it become greener and leaner’.

Many of the businesses within the 
group are active in the GPU market. 
TLD produces a range of diesel units 
as well as its environmentally friendly 
lithium-powered GPU-409-iBS model 
and, notes the chief operating officer of 
TLD Group, Erwan Jalil: “The second 
generation of Li-ion battery GPUs will 
be available in 2023, on the back of a 
strong success with the first generation 
which was launched in 2021.”

Of the ever-growing momentum in 
the industry towards greener GPUs, 
he highlights the regulatory driver. 
For example, “Regulation in Europe is 
forcing the transition to electric GPUs 
from 2025 (when no more sales of diesel 
GPUs will be allowed) to 2030 (when no 
more operations involving diesel GPUs 
will be allowed).”

The good news, he notes, is that, 
“The economics of electric GPU are 
quite favourable, with a payback of the 
additional upfront cost typically within 
two to three years. So they will definitely 
become mainstream in Europe, and the 
rest of the world will follow gradually in 
the years beyond.”

TLD has seen a general recovery in the 
GPU market over recent times. In fact, says 
Jalil: “Other than in China, demand is back to 
pre-pandemic levels.”

Meanwhile, at Boise, Idaho, US-
headquartered AERO Specialties, 
director of sales and service Pete Johnson 
reports “continuing good sales of our 
hybrid JetGo models”. AERO Specialties 
manufactures and distributes high-quality 

Force’s Typhoon multi-role aircraft at 
a number of RAF stations, and, says 
Pedersen, in line with the RAF’s desire 
to operate an environmentally healthy 
working environment for its personnel as 
far as is possible, these eGPUs mean lower 
emissions and less noise at any airfield.

The 7400 eGPUs also represent a 
significant cost saving over their lifetime 
compared to older, less efficient diesel 
equivalents, he adds, a not inconsiderable 
benefit to their operators.

US GSE operators are also enthused by 
the environmental value of electric GPUs, 
Pedersen believes, and this is driving 
demand there for the green eGPUs that ITW 
GSE produces at its Palmetto, Florida plant 
(its other major manufacturing facility is 
in Odense, Denmark). The likes of carriers 
DHL and United as well as fixed-base 
operator (FBO) Signature Air have all 
purchased ITW GSE eGPUs, for instance.

Programmes in America, such as 
the state of California’s Clean Off-
Road Equipment (CORE) that offers 
financial inducements for businesses and 
government agencies to acquire emissions-
free off-road equipment, have spurred 
demand for eGPUs, Pedersen says.

He notes that, while the European market 
for fixed GPUs and PCA units has certainly 
picked up from the dark days of the Covid 
pandemic that devastated the aviation 
industry, and there are signs of this in the 
Far East as well, the US market appears 
to be leading the way. There, the recovery 
of flying passenger numbers has been 
accompanied by a growing commitment 
among purchasers to invest in new GSE 
as major airport projects get under way 
(some of these programmes having been 
postponed under the impact of Covid).

The US is also a big market for ITW 
GSE’s new 3500 PCA unit. San Diego, 
Philadelphia and Syracuse airports have all 
acquired the 3500 in recent times and, in 
general, “2022 was a great year for our sales 
and production teams in Florida,” Pedersen 
declares.

Orders for PCAs and ITW GSE power coils 
have also come in from various markets, 
including major European air hubs such as 
Rome’s Fiumicino Airport and Amsterdam 

2,000m² solar farm at its 20,000m² production 
and operation plant at Saint-Cyr-en-Val, near 
Orléans.

ITW GSE ramps up its battery GPU 
offering
Rune Lind Pedersen, strategic marketing 
manager for GPU and PCA system supplier 
ITW GSE – part of the Illinois, US-
headquartered conglomerate Illinois Tool 
Works (ITW) – confirms that it is working on 
a number of improvements to its product line 
at the moment, including further promoting 
its battery GPU offering.

“This coming year is going to be a big 
one for us,” he says, “both in terms of the 
strategy of the business and new product 
development.”

Key to the product portfolio’s 
evolution will be ITW GSE’s innovative 
Intelligent Power Management (IPM) 
technology, which is hosted in its PCA 
3500 product. IPM is responsible for 
monitoring power use and needs of both 
a GPU and PCA at an aircraft gate and can 
distribute power dynamically as demand 
changes. ITW GSE is actually rethinking 
the complete airport gate power 
system to bring GSE together within a 
single, ‘smarter’ power infrastructure 
environment, Pedersen says.

With the 3500 PCA as ‘the beating heart 
of the gate’, ITW GSE can connect GPUs, 
chargers and other auxiliary equipment to 
the 3500, enabling it to monitor and share 
power as necessary, thereby expanding the 
functionality of the gate without adding costly 
infrastructure.

“We have had great initial success with 
IPM,” Pedersen confirms. “It’s really starting 
to take off.”

Meanwhile, ITW GSE’s 7400 battery-
powered eGPUs will form an integral part 
of what will be a very environmentally 
friendly as well as cost-effective offering, says 
Pedersen. Demand for its 7400 is continuing 
to gain yet further momentum, he notes, 
pointing by way of example to a recent 
order by the UK’s defence and aerospace 
manufacturing giant BAE for 40 of its 7400 
eGPUs – the largest single order yet placed for 
these systems.

The units will support the Royal Air 
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GSE, both new and refurbished, and 
amongst its product lines is the JetGo 28V 
DC diesel/electric hybrid GPU.

Yves Crespel, director of 
communication for the Alvest Group, 
says the commonality of batteries used 
across the full range of the group’s 
electric GSE enables great circularity, 
with all the environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) benefits that brings, 
as well as significant cost benefits, 
particularly through the re-use option 
that commonality allows.

“In other words, an operator of TLD 
eGSE can simply recycle five-to-seven-
year-old batteries from heavy-duty 
applications (from a baggage tractor or 
pushback tractor, for instance) to lighter 
eGPU applications, effectively getting the 
eGPU batteries for free,” he says.

As for the group’s plans for GPU 
product additions or improvements, he 
promises further development of its GPU 
range in terms of power and features. 

G P U S  |  F E A T U R E 
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Getting 
started

US-based Aviation Battery Systems offers a different kind of 

ground power solution for aircraft: its innovative, portable, 

battery-powered StartStick ground power unit. Director, global 

business Paul Ross tells all about it
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The StartStick 20

T ell us about the origins 
of Aviation Battery 
Systems

Aviation Battery Systems 
(ABS) was established 

in 2013, with its first StartStick units 
delivered in 2014. Todd Petersen and 
Scott Urschel, both of whom have pilot 
and engineering backgrounds, founded 
the company; they knew each other from 
aviation and racing work.

After getting stranded with a dead 
helicopter battery in Mexico during a Baja 
race, they agreed there was a need for a 

ground power solution to address remote 
operations for aircraft.  

So, StartStick was born. It was released 
first into the helicopter market, with many 
Airbus, Bell and MD model helicopter 
owners deploying it initially in individual 
and fleet operations.

It is now in use on a very wide variety of 
rotorcraft and fixed-wing aircraft around 
the world, including Airbus single- and 
twin-engine helicopters, Bell single- 
and twin-engine helicopters, Leonardo 
helicopters, Robinsons and many others. 
Fixed-wing applications include King Air, 
Pilatus series, Cirrus prop and jet models, 

Cessna piston, turboprop and jet models, 
Air Tractor aerial applicator platforms 
and a growing number of regional airline 
commuter prop and jet models.

We have many clients across the UK 
and Europe who are using the StartStick 
with positive results, and we appreciate the 
opportunity to work with both the aircraft 
original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) 
and our valued end-users – pilots, mechanics 
and fixed-base operators (FBOs) – globally, to 
help them streamline their operations via this 
portable ground power unit (GPU) option.  

ABS is headquartered in Fountain Hills, 
suburban Phoenix, Arizona, and all our 
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manufacturing is carried out in the US in 
Arizona. My own global business office is 
located outside St Louis, Missouri, another 
very strong aerospace industry town.

How did the StartStick come about, 
and how has it evolved?

We launched the company with the StartStick 
10 and the StartStick 15 – of 10 and 15 
pounds respectively – to cover a wide range of 
medium twin and light rotorcraft.  

Awareness grew rapidly amongst mixed 
rotor/fixed-wing fleet operators that the 
StartStick was able to cover the needs of their 
light/medium fixed-wing craft. Public safety 
and airborne law enforcement operators were 
some of our first clients to see the benefit, 
such as Maricopa County Sheriff’s Aviation 
Unit in Arizona, which used the StartStick on 
rotorcraft but quickly realised the StartStick 
was also ideal for prisoner return flights into 
remote Mexico airports operated by their 
Cessna aircraft fleet.

A V I A T I O N  B A T T E R Y  S Y S T E M S  |  I N T E R V I E W 
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from StartStick. And in remote cold weather 
operations, an operator can easily take the 
StartStick with them into their hotel room, 
hangar or home and have a warm and readily 
portable GPU for a morning cold weather 
start of the aircraft.

What would be the particular selling 
points of the StartStick, would you say?  

We are proud to provide one of the most 
advanced portable GUs ever introduced in 
aviation. Specific benefits include:

• Being one of the most compact, 
portable and lightweight GPUs on 
the market, of just 10/15/20 pounds 
in weight

• Offering a very substantial store 
of power allowing several starts 
before recharging, or a combination 
of database/avionics updates plus 
engine starts

• StartStick can be recharged during 
flight via onboard 28BV charging 
cable, or plugged into the onboard 
inverter.  A standard wall adapter 
plugs into a hangar socket

• Being applicable across a very wide 
range of fixed- and rotary-wing aircraft

• Each unit’s display provides constant 
on-condition data including state of 
charge and other key information

• StartStick’s proprietary design 
protects aircraft electrical systems 
by not allowing deficient voltage 
levels from the GPU, while allowing 
a range of operations including 
avionics service, compressor wash, 
engine starts and more

• StartStick meets rigorous G-shock 
and destructive testing thanks to its 
engineered fibre-reinforced polymer 
case that is water, chemical and impact 
resistant for years of field operations

Are all your StartStick models Li-ion 
powered and are there any similar 
battery-powered, portable GPUs like 
yours available in the market?

Yes, the units utilise proven lithium 
nanophosphate power cells, integrated into a 

profiles and operations that can benefit – one 
term we use is ‘ramp or remote’ to describe 
broadly the product’s applicability.

What is the largest fixed-wing aircraft 
for which StartStick is typically used?

We have owners of a wide variety of 
platforms regularly using the StartStick, 
aircraft including King Air, PC-12, Dash 8 
and Caravan turboprops as well as Citation 
series, Vision Jets, PC-24, Gulfstream series 
and others.  

Plus, the StartStick readily meets the 
power requirements of multi-engine aircraft 
auxiliary power units (APUs) to support 
remote or ramp operations.

Something we learnt from client reporting 
is the benefit of using the StartStick for the 
first starts of the day. This standard practice 
has been extending the life of the aircraft 
main battery sometimes by up to a few years, 
and certainly results in cost savings.  

Owners undertaking frequent unimproved 
airfield operations who in the past did not 
have a GPU available particularly benefit 

And now you offer three models – the 
10, 15 and 20 – for fixed-wing aircraft 
as well as helicopters?

Yes, all three models serve aircraft with 28V 
electrical systems, and we cover a very wide 
range of aircraft – the fixed-wing side is now 
seeing the benefits of this compact GPU, with 
many operators of business jets, turboprops 
and piston aircraft moving to the StartStick.

The particularly nice aspect of the design 
is that the StartStick delivers power exactly 
as required by the aircraft’s electrical 
system, so there is benefit for mixed fleet 
operators with heavy and light aircraft. This 
downward compatibility means operators 
can utilise the 15 or 20Ah StartStick on – for 
example – their fixed-wing medical aircraft, 
and then walk across the ramp to serve their 
rotorcraft start needs.  

This same capability can benefit an FBO 
site, given the wide range of aircraft covered 
by the StartStick 20.

Many not familiar with the StartStick are 
pleasantly surprised with the very substantial 
amount of power we’ve integrated into 
this compact device: it offers big power in 
a compact GPU, is portable and has a long 
service life of between four and 10 years.

Frankly, the fixed-wing sector has 
traditionally felt very tied to fixed base 
support for engine starts/ground power 
unit support, and not been as autonomous 
as may have been liked. We believe that the 
StartStick option is a major improvement 
from traditional wheeled, heavy, non-
portable GPUs.

So the market for StartStick includes 
emergency services, FBOs, business 
jets and even general aviation? 

Yes, all of the above, and I would also 
add that the military, air medical fixed-
wing community and the remote/short 
field community in cargo and passenger 
operations might benefit to deploy 
StartStick more widely.

We have a variety of military clients 
utilising the StartStick on turboprop 
variants for remote/short field ops and 
mission continuity.

So yes, we have a wide range of mission 
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The StartStick ‘unwrapped’
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2014, our focus has been on a long-life, highly 
durable ground power unit. Moreover, each 
unit is fully refurbishable, typically for a 
maximum of US$1,500.

We believe strongly that the long service 
life is a key benefit, and that clients do not 
have to spend much time managing their 
StartStick – many lower tech portable GPUs 
of the past have required frequent overhaul 
and battery replacement.  

Do you have any plans for further 
StartStick improvements that you 
can share?

Our latest addition, the StartStick 20, was 
released to the market just six months 
ago, in mid-2022, and is seeing rapid 
growth in utilisation amongst the fixed-
wing community.  As an engineering and 
technology-driven company, we’re fortunate 
to have resources to work on constant product 
enhancements to better serve the aviation 
industry. Stay tuned! 

operators or airlines’ ramp teams could deploy 
StartStick to augment a car-sized, diesel GPU 
in many instances.

Has the pandemic sped up this trend, 
would you say?  

With the cutting-edge technology and design 
of the StartStick, we’ve continued to see 
growth through the pandemic.  It seems as if 
more and more aircraft owners moved their 
work remotely and looked for remote GPU 
options, and they looked to StartStick for more 
autonomous operations.

Has the pandemic affected the nature 
of demand for GPUs generally, do you 
think, or perhaps what is required in 
terms of after-sales service?

It seems that one consequence of the 
pandemic’s economic impact has been that 
an aviation product’s operating cost is now 
in laser focus [with purchasers]. And, since 

fully contained, proven power unit.
There are not many high-power, compact 

GPUs like ours that we’re aware of for fixed-
wing operations. 

Do you expect to see increasing 
demand for battery-powered GPUs 
in the future? 

We believe there are many operators working 
in a very wide range of tasks who can benefit 
– from Papua New Guinea to Pittsburgh 
in Pennsylvania, from Scotland to Sweden 
and from Australia to Argentina, fixed-
wing operators and FBOs alike can improve 
efficiency and reliability by deploying the 
StartStick in their daily operations. 

We believe we can particularly help 
improve the efficiency of daily operations of 
the FBO community. Think about it: an FBO’s 
ramp service team can simply jog out to their 
business jet client with StartStick in hand for 
a start sequence, rather than the slow roll of 
the aircraft tug for start. And certainly cargo 
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Electra Commercial 
Vehicles was established 
in 2017 in Blackburn, 
England, by entrepreneur 
Sid Sadique. Sadique, 
already the owner of a 

number of companies across the country 
that are involved in the truck dealership 
and commercial vehicle rental businesses, 
decided to move into the airport market, 
confident that his expertise and contacts 
in the truck dealership and rental sector 
would be a real benefit for trucked GSE 
applications.

Electra specialises in building electric 
commercial vehicles by acquiring chassis 
without engines and transmissions, called 
gliders. It converts these to fully electric 
vehicles at its Lancashire factory and 
equips them with battery-powered motors 
ideal for airport applications.

Sadique has established strong relations 
with original equipment manufacturers 
(OEMs) like Mercedes-Benz, Iveco and 
Isuzu that offer ready access to glider 
chassis ranging from 7.5 to 44 tonnes 
gross vehicle weight (GVW). Electra 
installs purpose-built battery-powered 

drive systems above the rear axle of 
the vehicles for GSE buyers looking to 
transition to electric propulsion, with all 
the environmental – and financial, Electra 
would say – benefits that that brings.

In fact, Electra has special 
arrangements with the OEMs to build 
these glider chassis to the customer’s 
specifications, without any internal 
combustion engines (ICE). Once 
converted and fitted with a battery power 
pack, the vehicles can then be delivered 
to a client’s chosen GSE body builder 
with a bespoke configuration, saving 
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Bespoke electric truck 
conversions for the ramp

A new, innovative, player has entered the GSE world – UK-based zero-emissions vehicle 

manufacturer Electra Commercial Vehicles offers bespoke, specialist electric vehicle 

solutions for airport applications
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required to operate over long distances or 
timeframes without a recharge.

Wheelbases can be modified, while 
hydraulic pump sizes powered by electric 
power take-offs (PTOs) and the positioning 
of components to match a vehicle’s 
bodywork can also be customised.

Battery packs can be of 70kWH, 
140kWH, 210kWH, 280kWH or 315kWH 
variants, with 150kW DC fast charge 
capability. They can be set for 56mph top 
speed operations or limited to suit airport 
speed limits, as appropriate.

It is early days yet in the airport 

based market (leaving that up to local 
dealerships), whether they be trucks 
powered by electricity or diesel – thus 
seemingly leaving the field clear for a 
bespoke truck builder such as Electra to 
focus purely on zero-emission solutions.

Electra offers customers – whether 
airport GSE operators or GSE body 
builders – variants suited to their specific 
applications. For example, the vehicles 
can have smaller battery packs than 
standard electric-powered road haulage 
trucks, airport vehicles typically neither 
travelling at those high speeds nor being 

them conversion costs. All Electra trucks 
are supplied with both OEM factory and 
electric warranties.

Electra is converting vehicles 
according to customer requirements, 
unlike the big truck OEMs that typically 
offer one (or maybe no) electric variants 
usually designed for large hauliers 
operating over long distances daily at 
relatively high speeds (typically 56mph 
in the UK, for example).

Big truck OEMs are not particularly 
interested in producing models that 
specifically target the niche airport-

I N N O V A T I O N  I N  A I R P O R T  E Q U I P M E N T  |  F E A T U R E 
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area of northern England as part of the ‘Road 
to Hydrogen’ – a UK-Government-funded 
project to advance hydrogen transport in the 
country. It focuses on helping the UK solve 
challenges around zero-emission road freight 
linked to the Teesside Multi-Modal Transport 
Hydrogen Hub.

Smith observes: “Electra is the only 
manufacturer in the UK building electric 
and fuel cell battery electric vehicles as a 
proven and working concept.” He notes 
that, together with Element 2, which has 
supplied the hydrogen for the project 
and which is building a national network 
of hydrogen refuelling stations: “What 
we have achieved together gives GSE 
operators the confidence to switch to 
hydrogen sooner rather than later.”

The 19-tonne hydrogen-powered 
eCargo truck has driven over 600km 
in an operational configuration on 
a single charge, and is the first of its 
kind. Fitted with an HY45 fuel cell, the 
Electra eCargo FCEV can operate for 9-10 
hours on the hydrogen storage system’s 
reserve, sufficient to suit intensive ramp 
operations, following which it can return 
to base for a quick refill of hydrogen 
so that operators can double-shift it in 
operations without a lengthy recharge.

“We are very excited for people to see 
our fully hydrogen-powered temperature-
controlled FCEV in the UK,” enthuses 
Smith. “It is an example of genuine 
innovation that will help operators 
transition to authentic zero-emission 
transport and help form a future supply 
chain for hydrogen aircraft refuelling.”

Hydrogen fuel cells would not be suitable 
for all GSE applications, and the appropriate 
refilling infrastructure would need to be 
available either on-airport or close by. But, 
says Smith: “Hydrogen certainly does have 
potential applications for large, ramp-
based vehicles with high-duty cycles. For 
example, the technology is ideal for zero-
emission aircraft de-icers where the excess 
heat generated by the fuel cell could be 
repurposed to keep de-icing fluid hot during 
extensive winter de-icing.

“However, our strategic partnership 
with Element 2 can ensure suitable 
hydrogen infrastructure at nearly any site, 
including at airports,” he concludes. 

All Electra trucks are fully approved 
for on-road usage. At the same time, 
an in-house designed telemetry system 
indicates how much diesel the operator 
saves by using electric power rather 
than by expending fuel gallons per mile. 
This presents an easy reporting tool for 
the return on investment for the GSE 
operator. The system also displays the 
volume of harmful emissions that has 
been saved by the operator favouring 
electric battery use over a diesel ICE.

Plus, this same telemetry stores data 
collected on the routes taken by the 
vehicle, helping the operator to optimise 
the set-up and use of the vehicle. 
Meanwhile, a modified dashboard panel 
shows the vehicle’s battery charge state in 
the truck cabin.

Hydrogen fuel cell technology
Electra Commercial Vehicles has huge 
ambitions for meeting the needs of the 
airport/aviation market and is developing 
hydrogen fuel cells as a power source for 
on-airport vehicles. It has already built 
the UK’s first zero-emission refrigerated 
hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle (FCEV).

The Electra eCargo FCEV has been in 
successful operation with the supermarket 
Sainsbury’s in the Tees Valley and beyond 

sector, but Electra has already developed 
different vehicle variants for two GSE 
customers. The first is for dnata, which 
asked Electra to develop an electric 
catering loader in 2020. Electra used a 
Cartwright GSE box and scissor chassis 
for its base vehicle design, and the unit is 
now ready as a demonstrator.

The second has been developed for 
on-airport refuelling specialist Titan 
Aviation, which requested a refueller 
based on an Electra design. That 
vehicle has now been delivered to an 
Irish airport, which benefitted from a 
European Union (EU) subsidy to cover 
most of its purchase cost.

‘The ultimate clean vehicle 
technology’
Ben Smith, managing director at Electra 
Commercial Vehicles, notes that the 
company creates “fully electric commercial 
vehicles for a worldwide market with either 
left-hand or right-hand drive for a cleaner 
airport operation future”.

He continues: “Electra provides the 
ultimate clean vehicle technology combined 
with an OEM chassis suited to GSE’s exact 
operations, supported by a high-quality 
maintenance package and a contract hire 
solution if required by the customer.”

F E A T U R E  |  I N N O V A T I O N  I N  A I R P O R T  E Q U I P M E N T

The Electra eCargo FCEV
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Tabet hosted three round 
tables at the GSE Expo 
Europe event held in 
Paris in September, 
inviting all interested 
parties to discuss 

the implementation and benefits of 

telematics in relation to three main 
topics: fleet utilisation, GSE pooling at 
airports and how telematic systems are 
evolving to meet the particular needs 
of the electric GSE that is becoming so 
much more common on airport ramps.

Tabet was reassured that nothing 

Smart systems for GSE fleet 
optimisation 
Targa Telematics is a specialist in the development of cutting-edge solutions in the field of telematics, 

smart mobility and Internet of Things (loT) platforms. Its airport telematics unit is “enabling the 

digitisation of airport processes, allowing operators to perform their tasks in a safer, more efficient and 

regulated manner”. The head of this business unit, Jad Tabet, tells Airside about the growing realisation 

amongst GSE operators in the ground handling business of what telematics can offer

T E C H N O L O G Y  |  T A R G A  T E L E M A T I C S

came up that had not already been on 
Targa Telematics’ radar. “We have a 
clear view of the issues and what is in 
our customers’ and potential customers’ 
minds,” he says.

What is clear is that there are many 
different drivers for why GSE operators 
might be interested in rolling out a 
telematic system that connects and 
supports their ramp equipment. Some are 
simply somewhat blind as to where all 
their individual items of GSE might be 
at any given moment, as well as to those 
units’ utilisation and performance. Others 
operators have specific requirements 
in mind, such as looking to get the best 
possible value from their fleet or ensure 
that their new electric GSE can be served 
effectively by a telematic system.

What is also clear, says Tabet, is that GSE 
operators are in general much more aware 
of the value of telematics today than they 
were just a few years ago. The knowledge 
and understanding of the technology 
certainly exists now amongst a large 
proportion of ramp operators, even if their 
knowledge of how such a system might 
actually be implemented is more fuzzy.

Moreover, some ground service 
providers (GSPs) are almost being forced 
to address the issue, given that more and 
more tenders being issued by airport 
operators for handling licences require 
the use of telematics – or at least strongly 
suggest the winning bidder is likely to 
be benefiting from such a system. The 

Jad Tabet of Targa Telematics
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one of the discussion groups at GSE Expo 
Europe, the growing number of airports 
turning to GSE pooling is another reason 
behind the increasing prevalence of 
telematic systems at airports.

GSE pooling simply does not work 
without some sort of telematic system in 
place, Tabet points out. Pooling requires a 
change in mindset for GSPs at an airport 
where it is introduced, as well as a change 
in procedures, and its introduction at 
some gateways has been postponed as 
a result of the impact of the pandemic. 
However, it is being introduced at a 
growing number of gateways and Targa 
systems are available to support such 
a strategy – hence, for example, Targa 
systems are in operation at London Luton 
Airport, which has taken a lead on pooling, 
covering some 200 or so GSE units.

Another aspect of the aviation industry 
that lends itself to the use of telematics 
that reduce ‘waste’ and facilitate 
maximum efficiency is that aviation is to 

the data collected easily and continuously 
provides insight into GSE usage and 
performance that offers benefits right 
across a handler’s business, he notes, and 
Targa Telematics systems offer insights 
into such matters as mileage and fuel 
consumption, vehicle maintenance 
undertaken and scheduled, refuelling and 
much more.

Its telematic devices record and transmit 
all information required to accurately 
monitor a GSP’s GSE. An operator can 
determine whether safety and traffic 
regulations are followed, whether vehicles 
are being used outside of designated areas 
or whether they are driven by authorised 
personnel, while the tools available to monitor 
the scheduling of servicing and unplanned 
maintenance also allow an operator to keep 
their vehicles in the best possible condition 
and operate as safely as possible.

Pooling
As suggested by its being the subject of 

ongoing nationwide tender process for 
ground handling across Spanish airports 
is a case in point (see the article Iberia 
Airport Services bids for Spanish tenders 
elsewhere in this issue for more details).

Of course, there were tech-savvy ‘early 
adopters’ of telematics, and unfortunately 
some of those handlers had their fingers 
burned by telematic systems that were not 
sufficiently robust for the requirements 
placed upon them. The technology is now 
more mature, Tabet points out, and is 
also supported by many more additional 
features that significantly increase 
the value of the raw data provided by 
telematic platforms.

Those additional features that lie on top 
of the raw data are very much a USP for 
Targa Telematics’ offering, Tabet declares. 
These are varied capabilities that support 
the work of the maintenance, repair and 
overhaul (MRO) teams and accounts 
departments of GSPs, as well as their 
operations units. Being able to analyse all 

T A R G A  T E L E M A T I C S  |  T E C H N O L O G Y 
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example, it is working on technology 
that can communicate with the battery 
management systems (BMS) of vehicles 
powered by either lead acid or lithium-
ion batteries – telematic systems that 
can monitor and track how the batteries 
are used, how they are recharged and 
how both of these processes might be 
optimised for any given electric GSE.

Given the limited availability of 
recharging points at most airports, it 
is vital to schedule vehicle recharging 
effectively, and airport operators as well 
as GSPs have approached Targa to discuss 
how the latter can help with this. As a 
result, Tabet and his team are also looking 
into how their telematic technology 
might communicate with airport charging 
infrastructure as well as with GSE.

GSE represents high-value equipment 
doing high-value work, and Tabet is 
convinced that telematics and the systems 
his business unit supplies in particular 
offer significant value to the aviation 
industry. “We are in a very strong position 
to expand our footprint in the next couple 
of years and are very excited about our 
latest innovations,” he concludes.  

lease specialist TCR for more than five 
years and has also inked a global deal 
with Swissport.

Its telematics are in use at around 
50 airports, with the UK and Europe 
being its leading market – its systems 
are in use at locations including London 
Gatwick, London Heathrow, London 
Luton, Edinburgh and Bristol in the UK, 
for example, as well as in the Nordic/
Scandinavia region, Tabet reveals. Plus, its 
systems are in use in markets as far afield 
as Australia and New Zealand, Malaysia 
and Singapore, in large part through Targa’s 
partnerships with Swissport and TCR.

The improvements that Targa 
Telematics’ airport business unit is 
making to its systems at the moment are 
in part derived from its sister automotive 
division, but are also being driven by the 
specific demands of the aviation business, 
Tabet continues. One such example is 
the work being done on adapting its 
technology to the needs of electric GSE. 

Tabet’s business unit is looking to 
create “homogenous solutions for the 
heterogenous requirements” of battery-
powered GSE, Tabet explains. Thus, for 

a large extent a seasonal business, and 
telematics help an operator to manage 
peaks and troughs in demand and GSE 
usage. This is just one more reason to 
invest in the technology, Tabet believes.

Born out of automotive
Targa Telematics’ background is in the 
automotive sector and, indeed, its systems 
are used in more than a million road 
vehicles – large numbers of them forming 
part of rental car fleets. It branched out 
into the on-airport business about six 
years ago and soon realised that it had a 
lot of expertise and experience to bring to 
that sector, while also fully aware that the 
aviation business is sufficiently different 
in nature to the automotive sector to 
require Targa to establish a separate 
airport telematics business unit.

That business unit has been developing 
solutions dedicated to the on-airport 
market since then, Tabet informs. And 
it has agreed some very important 
partnerships in that time. Thus, for 
example, it has had an exclusive 
partnership agreement with the globally 
active Brussels-headquartered GSE rental/

T E C H N O L O G Y  |  T A R G A  T E L E M A T I C S
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When was the concept of Airfield 
4.0 introduced and how has it 
evolved?

ADB SAFEGATE’s Airfield 4.0 concept 
was introduced in November 2021 at 
the inter airport Europe exhibition 
in Munich, alongside the launch of 
our [airfield lighting communication 
platform] LINC 360. Then, in May 
2022, we launched our AXON EQ LED 

inset lights and LINC Node, other key 
components of the solution.

ADB SAFEGATE collaborated with 
key customers on many aspects of 
the development of Airfield 4.0, and 
those conversations are still ongoing. 
In 2023, we are holding three regional 
innovation summits (in Europe, Asia 
and the Americas) with our customers 
at which we will present our Airfield 4.0 
innovations and roadmap for the future 

and gather feedback to validate that we 
are investing in the right areas.

The background to the Airfield 4.0 
concept is as follows. ADB SAFEGATE 
has spent over a century as a frontrunner 
in airfield innovation and solutions, 
contributing to the very framework of the 
industry itself with the introduction of 
technologies that vastly improve airfield 
safety and efficiency.

In this information age, Airfield 4.0 is 

An integrated digital solution 
for airport decision-making

Robert Stachow, VP, airfield connected solutions at Brussels, Belgium-headquartered ADB 

SAFEGATE, tell Airside about the company’s Airfield 4.0 solution. ADB SAFEGATE specialises in 

fully integrated solutions that support airport development and optimise operational procedures, 

and its Airfield 4.0 is said to be the answer to navigating enormous pools of data through the use 

of automation, thereby digitising the airfield and enabling optimal real-time decision making 

I N T E R V I E W  |  A D B  S A F E G A T E

AXON EQ LED inset lights have built-in sensors to collect situational data, enabling airports to pinpoint service and 
maintenance needs while also providing a higher level of control to improve airport operations under low-visibility and other 

challenging conditions
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Our AXON EQ lights, LINC 360, and 
the LINC Node gateway are indeed key 
foundational components of Airfield 4.0. 
An airfield has many diverse assets spread 
over a vast area. And, like a human neural 
network that uses axons to carry sensor 
input or commands between neurons, our 
new AXON EQ light fixture can gather 
situational data from its surroundings.

The addition of built-in sensors to 
airfield assets, in this case, our AXON 
EQ inset lights, coupled with the right-
sized communication medium, our 

sharing of airfield ground lighting 
information, streamlines communication 
options and reduces data transport time. 
Plus, having a data-driven approach 
means an evolution in maintenance from 
corrective to preventive to predictive. This 
course to true digitalisation is what will 
set airports apart in the future.

So, Airfield 4.0 is based primarily 
on your AXON EQ lights, LINC 360 
and LINC Node gateway supporting 
infrastructure?

the answer to navigating enormous pools of 
data with the use of automation to digitise 
the airfield and enable real-time decision 
making in the most efficient way possible.

With Airfield 4.0, ADB SAFEGATE 
delivers a smarter, more interconnected 
airfield to customers, which enables 
predictive maintenance operations and 
end-to-end collaborative solutions.

It provides powerful aviation tools 
like AXON EQ intelligent inset lights, 
the LINC 360 bidirectional power line 
communication system and LINC 
Node cloud monitoring technology to 
revolutionise airfield operations and enable 
real-time, data-driven decision making.

The manipulation of data in meaningful 
ways, interconnectivity, smart automation 
and efficiency all translate to more 
robust operations and decreased costs. 
Airfield 4.0 takes advantage of powerful 
automation tools to spot weaknesses and 
point to solutions in real time.

Its cloud technology allows for instant 

A D B  S A F E G A T E  |  I N T E R V I E W 
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potential benefits will accrue in many 
ways. Notably, utilising this data will 
facilitate understanding of correlations 
such as why certain device fixtures loosen 
more quickly, enabling the creation of 
predictions that facilitate more accurate 
maintenance schedules and thereby the 
saving of time, resources and manpower 
(and so reducing costs).

Plus, smart sensors can help change 
the nature of airfield operations from 
manual, periodic inspections processes, 
to exception-based processes where 
optimised information is delivered to 
the right person at the right time to 
enable specific and efficient actions. 
For example, during an inspection, 
a maintenance worker might receive 
a notification that a fixture is out, 
meaning the electronics are damaged 
and requiring replacement.

and present for application. They are a 
critical piece of this process, equipping 
potentially any device, especially those 
that are remote and currently not 
monitored, to be IoT enabled and share 
situational data.

And ADB SAFEGATE is building a 
full intelligence system. Where this 
comes together is in harnessing the 
physical assets, lights, sensors and 
communication channels with LINC 
360, and bringing it all together in a 
cloud-based software ecosystem that we 
are now actively building.

The idea is to pull all of the data 
together to specifically address customer 
use cases and provide actionable insights.

Airfield operations will begin to change 
exponentially as smart sensors combine 
their data with trend data to optimise 
asset management and maintenance, and 

LINC 360, and the ability to wirelessly 
stream telemetry and status monitoring 
to the cloud via our innovative LINC 
Node gateway, provide the backbone of 
Airfield 4.0.

However, Airfield 4.0 is actually focused 
on the outcomes we will enable for 
our customers. These technologies will 
come together with other smart assets, 
advanced connectivity, third-party data 
sources and new cloud software tools to 
create solutions that improve efficiency, 
safety and sustainability.

How will your sensor technology 
contribute to an automated airfield?

Our sensor technology lies at the very core 
of giving airfield IoT [Internet of Things] 
and monitoring systems the ability to 
provide the data they need to aggregate 

I N T E R V I E W  |  A D B  S A F E G A T E

Airfield 4.0 is a 
roadmap to help 
airports seamlessly 
reset, upgrade and 
automate their 
operations with 

intelligent interconnected hardware 
devices positioned around the airfield. 
The journey through which ADB 
SAFEGATE arrived at Airfield 4.0 can 
be traced as follows:

Airfield 1.0
At the very start of flight operations 
– around 1910 – Airfield 1.0 saw the 
introduction of wicked kerosene lamps, 
so-called ‘gooseneck’ flares, for pathway 
illumination. These early devices were 
reasonably able to withstand the wind 
and serve as navigational beacons. By 
1920, the then-named company ADB 
was founded, and the proliferation of 
electricity saw the first floodlights and 
theatre lights for indoor use go into 
operation.

Airfield 2.0
By the 1940s, Airfield 2.0 was underway, 
and over the next few years ADB 
progressed its focus to primarily outdoor 
lighting. Rotating beacons were developed 
and became widely used for aircraft 
landing in the dark. Then came rapid 
technological advancements, bringing 
incandescent and then halogen lighting to 
the airfield, constant current regulators, 
transformers and control panels.

International civil aviation standards 
were introduced to signal touchdown 
zones and centreline visual aids with 
lighting patterns and colour codes to 
enable pilots to land more safely in 
varying visibility and weather conditions.

Airfield 3.0
By the 1980s, Airfield 3.0 was in full 
swing, as airfield control became 
gradually more computerised and 
partial automation through IT-
driven controls substantially reduced 
the human role. ADB SAFEGATE 

introduced its Advanced Surface 
Movement and Guidance and Control 
System (A-SMGCS) to enable better 
airfield lighting control and monitoring 
for greater safety and efficiency. It was 
a significant move toward achieving 
superior airport performance, and 
today, it continues to provide pilots with 
visual guidance through concepts like 
‘Follow the Greens’ for taxiing aircraft.

Airfield 4.0
Today, Airfield 4.0 is here, which builds 
on these previous technologies in a 
powerful way. Airfield 4.0 connects 
new digital sensor technologies and 
control systems to collect, analyse and 
aggregate real-time data to enable two-
way communication between airfield 
operations and maintenance staff. This 
allows for faster and more accurate 
data-driven decision making, enhances 
situational awareness and streamlines 
operations to move airports closer to 
predictive maintenance abilities. 

Airfield development
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providing portable, actionable insights.

In what ways do you envisage 
supporting the move towards 
smart, interconnected airports and 
any changes in requirements that 
your customers might make in line 
with this? 

We certainly see ‘smart, interconnected 
airports’ as the future. Our industry is 
facing tremendous sustainability challenges, 
and ADB SAFEGATE is positioned to help 
our customers address them.

Taking a holistic view of sustainability, 
a ‘smart’ airfield will not only require 
less energy and fewer resources: it 
will have a sustainability focus that 
will include indirect impact through 
increased collaboration between 
stakeholders, increased service quality 
through the use of AI/machine learning 
and social benefits such as safer working 
conditions.  

Several key contracts have already been 
agreed that include delivery of our 
Airfield 4.0 products, including a large 
turnkey project for the greenfield Western 
Sydney International Airport, Australia’s 
largest aviation project in many years.

Are you looking to make further 
additions to your Airfield 4.0 
offering?

Our Airfield 4.0 offerings will expand 
and evolve over the coming months 
and years. We have already introduced 
the sensor-enabled AXON EQ inset 
lights with built-in LINC 360 two-
way communication and LINC Node 
gateways to connect existing assets, 
such as constant current regulators. In 
new products, additional connectivity 
and sensing are being paired with cloud 
computing tools. These new tools will 
unleash the potential of the large volumes 
of data available on the airfield by 

With the use of smart sensors and 
gateway communication, a compromised 
seal in a fixture can be proactively 
determined and maintenance personnel 
informed with precision, detailing the 
specific fixture in a specific location 
requiring seal replacement. The seal can 
be inspected and repaired before any 
actual electronic damage or failure can 
occur. The cost-saving benefits of this 
type of optimised maintenance can be 
extremely significant.

ADB SAFEGATE is developing an 
advanced sensor suite for elevated lights 
where the opportunities for options are 
more readily available. This includes, for 
example, cameras, automotive radar for 
aircraft and vehicle detection, wildlife 
detection, and foreign object debris (FOD) 
on a runway that is an absolutely critical 
safety concern for operators.

Has the concept proved popular 
with your customers?

A D B  S A F E G A T E  |  I N T E R V I E W 
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Yepez’s area of 
responsibility includes 
the Central America 
and Caribbean area 
as well as North 
America, though its 

main aviation interests are based in the 
US. Its Aviation Services division provides 
a wide range of services both above and 

The aviation division of Grupo EULEN in the US, part of the Madrid, Spain-headquartered Grupo 

EULEN, offers a full range of ground handling and passenger support services at a number of 

airports down the US East Coast and in Jamaica. Rodrigo Yepez, regional CEO, North and Central 

America, for Grupo EULEN tells Airside about the company’s rapid trajectory of growth in his area

Grupo EULEN in the US looks 
to the skies  

H A N D L E R S  |  G R U P O  E U L E N  

below the wing, including ramp handling, 
passenger handling, cargo handling, load 
control, janitorial services and cabin 
cleaning, and security training.

Grupo EULEN is active at airports 
down the US East Coast including New 
York JFK, New Jersey Newark, Ronald 
Reagan Washington National, Tampa, 
Orlando as well as being prominent at 

its biggest hub and headquarters, Miami 
International Airport (MIA). In addition 
to a presence at some smaller Florida 
gateways, it also handles in Jamaica at 
Kingston and Montego Bay airports.

Grupo EULEN has been on a 
rollercoaster ride over the last few years 
as the impact of the Covid pandemic was 
felt, but things are now very much on the 
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absolutely vital to us,” he remarks. 
As part of the effort to minimise its 

carbon emissions, Grupo EULEN has 
invested and continues to invest in 

Covid-19 has lessened, expectations of an 
even higher level of customer service on 
the part of flying passengers now seems to 
be the norm, he believes.

The airlines on which they fly – the 
direct customers of ground service 
providers such as EULEN, including 
major North American carriers such as 
American, Delta and JetBlue – are also 
“extremely mindful” of the need for 
high levels of customer service, Yepez 
observes, something that EULEN is happy 
to provide in the form of its “boutique” 
quality standards.

“We are very much focused on giving 
our passengers a smooth and streamlined 
experience,” he adds.

Another focus of Yepez and his 
team, and another example perhaps 
of the way that expectations regarding 
ground service provision have changed, 
relates to sustainability. “Minimising 
our environmental footprint is part of 
our overall promise to customers and 

up, Yepez informs. The last 12 months 
or so have been particularly eventful, as 
passenger numbers have recovered and 
the aviation industry generally in North 
America has got back on its feet. And 
Grupo EULEN in the US has reacted 
quickly and decisively to change, he says.

In fact, 2022 was – despite the many 
challenges – one of growth for EULEN 
in North and Central America. It made 
a major acquisition in the region when 
it purchased a large janitorial services 
company and, in terms of its overall 
handling and other aviation services 
dedicated to aviation across the region, 
it now employs more staff – over 3,000 – 
than it did pre-pandemic.

The nature of the service provided 
has not fundamentally altered in nature, 
but there have been subtle changes in 
customer expectations, says Yepez. For 
example, while the obvious and necessary 
emphasis on taking all necessary 
precautions to staunch the spread of 
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Rodrigo Yepez, regional CEO, North and 
Central America at Grupo EULEN
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beyond its primary area of operations 
along the East Coast into the mid-West 
– to gateways such as Chicago O’Hare or 
Minneapolis, perhaps.

This might be achieved through 
expanding its service provision for 
existing customer airlines or by signing up 
entirely new carriers. Either way, Yepez is 
targeting 15-20% growth in business over 
the course of 2023.

EULEN is ready to meet the needs of 
what is now a growing aviation industry in 
North America in particular, he says. The 
Covid recovery phase is coming to an end 
and he sees instead the start of a new phase 
of growth in the sector above and beyond 
what it was pre-pandemic. Yepez believes 
that Grupo EULEN has “jump-started its 
team and its business” to serve the needs 
of the recovery and is exceptionally well 
placed to meet the requirements of this 
coming growth phase.

“We are ready to grow together with our 
partner airlines,” he concludes. 

market, lessening problems that EULEN 
and other aviation service providers had 
felt in terms of recruiting new staff as the 
aviation industry recovered.

The labour market in the aviation 
business improved as the general economic 
situation and wider labour market picked 
up in the US over recent months. Hiring 
has become much easier, while retention 
was never a great problem for EULEN, he 
advises – although “Keeping good people 
is key,” Yepez notes, observing that: “This 
is a people business and our people are 
fundamental to the positive experience we 
offer our customers.”

Finally: “We have invested in beefing up 
our recruitment team, bringing on board 
specialists in the aviation industry,” and 
that has also helped, he says.

As to the future, Yepez is confident 
that EULEN will expand its presence 
further across the region for which he is 
responsible. He is particularly keen to 
increase EULEN's geographical footprint 

electric GSE, Yepez confirms, in order 
to ensure “We have a good proportion of 
electric GSE.

“And all of our GSE acquisition 
programmes of the last 18 months have 
borne that in mind,” he says, noting that 
“We have purchased 54 pieces of GSE in the 
last 18 months, including belt loaders, tugs, 
trucks, dollies and towbars, among others.

“Of these, the majority of items are 
non-motorised equipment, or motorised 
ones with low gasoline consumption, 
which comply with the highest 
environmental standards.

“We are partnering with GSE suppliers 
to be as carbon neutral as possible and 
our airline partners have been very 
encouraging of us in this, and the focus 
on sustainability is now part of our DNA.”

 
Staff
Another positive of the past six or so 
months that Yepez points to is the easing 
that there has been in the US labour 
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business there was to partner with 
another ground service provider (GSP).

According to Iberia Airport Services, 
it created detailed and specific terms of 
offering for each one of the airports for 
which it has bid. More than 50 employees 
were part of the team that developed the 
bids – staff from the handler itself, of 
course, but also employees from the human 
resources, sustainability, transformation 
and legal departments of its parent airline, 
Spain’s national carrier, Iberia.

The GSP believes that this was “the 

Ground services provider Iberia Airport Services has submitted bids for ramp 
handling licences at 41 Spanish gateways to the state-owned airport operator, 
Aena. Iberia Airport Services already serves more than 150 customer airlines 
across 29 Spanish airports, but is hoping to widen that presence

Iberia Airport 
Services bids 

for Spanish 
tenders

Late last year, Iberia 
Airport Services submitted 
its bids for handling 
licences at a total of 41 
Spanish airports, the 
content focusing on ramp 

handling. At 37 of those gateways it would 
be handling alone, while at four – Seville, 
Valencia, Fuerteventura, and Lanzarote 
– it is bidding as part of a joint venture. 
Iberia Airport Services currently does not 
handle at those latter four airports, and 
decided that its best chance of winning 

most complex and competitive tender 
that Aena has published to date”, in part 
because of the large number of companies 
that have shown interest in the tender but 
also because of what it describes as “the 
demanding requirements that have been 
established in the specifications”.

These requirements covered more than 
350 pages and covered a range of themes 
including operational topics, airport 
security, environmental and sustainability 
considerations, technical capability and 
even economic solvency.

H A N D L E R S  |  I B E R I A  A I R P O R T  S E R V I C E S

Francisco López Noguera 
of Iberia Airport Services
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customer experience.

MASTERMIND YOUR APRON
ONE INTELLIGENT PLATFORM 
TO MANAGE YOUR AIRSIDE ECOSYSTEM

Aena puts out the tender for operating 
licences every seven years. The number 
of licences per airport varies depends 
on the gateway’s size, with one going 
out to tender for small airports, two for 
intermediate airports and three for larger 
ones. In 2015, Iberia Airport Services was 
awarded a licence at 29 Spanish airports. 

Francisco López Noguera, director 
of airport operations for Iberia Airport 
Services, explains: “The handling business 
is strategic for Iberia, and under this 
premise our intention is not only to 
maintain the licences that were obtained 
in 2015, but also to increase the size of the 
business by opting for 41 airports.

“After an individual analysis of the 
conditions of each airport, it was decided 
to apply individually as Iberia Airport 
Services to 37 airports and follow our 
Joint Venture model in another four, 
in order to maximise our options for 
obtaining licences.

“The aim of Iberia Airport Services is 

committing to measures that will 
improve productivity in terms 
of planning shifts and schedules 
necessary to maintain a high level 
of competitiveness

José Luis de Luna, director of Airport 
Services at Iberia Airport Services, 
comments: "Thanks to everyone’s 
efforts, we have submitted bids that we 
are convinced are the most competitive 
to continue investing in all of Iberia’s 
people who work in this business, and to 
continue keeping it within Iberia.”

Building on strength
Iberia Airport Services is already the 
leading handling provider in Spain, 
serving more than 100 million passengers 
served each year, and so its bids also 
emphasise the strength of its current 
operations. But bidding has been a 
complex task and not one that the handler 
has taken lightly.

To meet these specifications, Iberia Airport 
Services developed its 41 specific bids based 
around a number of primary themes:

• Sustainability: it included in its 
bids details of investment it will 
make in equipment to minimise 
its environmental footprint, as 
well as other improvements 
relating to waste management, 
increasing its use of renewable 
energy and promoting “a culture 
of sustainability among its 
employees”

• Innovation: building on its 
efforts made up to now to digitise 
its operations, Iberia Airport 
Services committed in its bids to 
develop – amongst other things 
– an ambitious transformation 
programme with more than 60 
initiatives based on biometrics, 
telemetry and data analysis

• Cost: Iberia Airport Services is 
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Iberia Airport Services’ people, saying: 
“Our team is the heart of our operations; 
therefore, in addition to having recently 
signed a new collective agreement that 
ensures the stability of labour relations for 
four years, an ambitious training plan has 
been designed with more than 80 courses 
and a thorough risk prevention programme, 
revolving around 30 security measures.  

“All this is backed by more than 50 
leading companies from different sectors 
(technology, training, sustainability, etc) 
that have shown their explicit support for 
Iberia Airport Services in the applications 
for all licences,” he adds.

GSE improvements
Iberia Airport Services already boasts 
a fleet of more than 7,000 pieces of 
motorised and non-motorised equipment 
that meets the requirements of the 
specifications and that “would ensure the 
continuity of operations”, López observes.

“Additionally, if we are awarded all the 
airports [in the tender], we will make an 
investment of more than €100 million 
[US$106.4 million] to modernise and 
electrify our ground equipment network.

“Specifically, Iberia has LOIs [letters of 
intent] with the main [GSE] suppliers to 
renovate more than 1,000 pieces of equipment 
during the first months of the licence.

“The specifications have reflected a 
detailed business plan with a specific 
sizing of machinery and a plan for 
its renewal and growth in each of the 
airports, ensuring consistency between 
our technical and economic offer.”

And a high proportion of the fleet will 
be electrically powered. “Iberia Airport 
Services, in addition to its commitment 
to be carbon neutral by 2025, is going to 
make available a fleet of more than 80% 
electric vehicles,” López says.

“Our motorised fleet will be 100%, 
capable of tracking through telemetry and 
geopositioning systems, plus we have a 
series of initiatives that allow for better 
use of our equipment.

“Finally, Iberia Airport Services will lead 
different pooling initiatives to optimise the 
fleet of ground service equipment across the 
Spanish airport network.” 

also facilitates the transformation of 
airport operations.

“Not only do we meet the demanding 
requirements of Aena, but we have gone 
further,” he continues. López points to four 
main areas where he thinks Iberia Airport 
Services offers competitive advantage.

The first is in terms of service, in which 
regard he points to the fact that, “More than 
150 clients already trust us, and we have 
gone a step further to ensure the quality 
of our operations.” López also notes that 
Iberia Airport Services already hold 10 
different certificates “that demonstrate the 
robustness and solvency of our service”.

He points to the above-mentioned 
issues of sustainability, noting that “We 
will be carbon neutral by 2025, well 
ahead of the requirements set out in 
the specifications,” and the important 
theme of innovation, informing: “We 
will develop an ambitious transformation 
programme… that will allow us to improve 
our efficiency and the service we provide 
to our customers.”

And López also highlights the value of 

to be the main operator in Spain; in this 
sense, the 41 airports that have been applied 
to account for more than 99% of Spanish 
traffic, with Iberia’s offers adapting to the 
reality and infrastructure of each station. 
The only stations [airports] that Iberia has 
not applied to are El Hierro and La Gomera, 
and the heliports of Ceuta and Algeciras,” 
López confirms.

While no definite date has yet been 
given for the decision by Aena on 
who will handle where, López and his 
colleagues believe that the final decision 
will be made in the spring of this year, 
at the end of March or the beginning of 
April, leading to any change of operator 
in the last quarter of 2023 (the tender 
forecasts a period of six months between 
the decision and the change of operator).

Once the new licence goes into effect, 
its duration is – as usual – seven years.

López is convinced that Iberia Airport 
Services has put forward the best possible bid.

“We are sure that we have made a 
robust and adapted offer, which highlights 
our experience in the Spanish sector but 
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fuel infrastructure without modification. 
“No alterations to equipment were 
necessary,” he says, adding that the use 
of HVO100 will continue for any other 
diesel vehicles coming onto the ramp at 
the airport.

The company also supplies Neste MY 
Sustainable Aviation Fuel™, a more 
sustainable alternative to fossil jet fuel, 

All diesel-powered GSE and vehicles operating on the 
apron at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol, one of Europe’s 
biggest and busiest air gateways, have switched to 
using using renewable fuel from Neste as part of the 
aviation industry’s move towards a greener future

Renewable diesel 
powers GSE at 
Schiphol

January this year marked the 
last month in which standard 
diesel will be used on the ramp 
at Schiphol, confirms Jonathan 
Wood, vice president Europe, 
renewable aviation at Neste. 

And because Neste MY Renewable Diesel 
is a drop-in fuel, it can be used to replace 
fossil diesel fuel in existing engines and 

into Schiphol.
With its own fuel station at the airport 

plus three fuel trucks operating seven 
days a week, KLM Equipment Services 
(KES) provides all fuel for all the vehicles 
and GSE at the gateway. Neste MY 
Renewable Diesel is supplied to KES via 
Neste’s distribution partner, EG Group.

Approximately 1,900 ground handling 
vehicles and GSE at Schiphol are 
currently powered by diesel engine, 
including cars, vans and trucks, as well as 
pushback tractors, conveyor belt loaders, 
pallet and container loaders, catering high 
lifts, aircraft fuel dispensers, passenger 
steps and ground power units (GPUs). 

There is also a large – and growing 
– number of battery-powered electric 
equipment in operation at the airport. 

Paul Feldbrugge, who is responsible 
for KES’s Zero Emission Programme, 
declares: “At the moment, 40% of the 
motorised equipment at the airport runs 
on electricity. And that number will 
increase over the coming years. However, 
for a number of specialist heavy vehicles, 
it is a technical challenge to develop a 
battery with sufficient capacity that can 
also be charged quickly enough. Using 
Neste MY Renewable Diesel is therefore a 
good solution currently.”

Rob Wemekamp, B2B (business-to-
business) sales manager for EG Group, 
notes: “KLM Equipment Services is an 
existing customer of EG Group in the 
field of lubricants. Now this cooperation 
is further expanded with Neste MY 
Renewable Diesel.”

Denise Pronk, responsible for 
sustainability at Royal Schiphol Group, 
which operates Amsterdam Airport 
Schiphol, remarks: “This is a significant 
step on the way towards a zero-emission 
ground operation in 2030. The vehicles 
for which there are currently no electric 
or hydrogen alternatives available can run 
on renewable diesel. Everyone on airside, 
where the loads are moved to or from the 
aircraft, is making use of it, including 
Aviapartner, dnata, Menzies, Swissport, 
KLM Ground Services and Viggo.

“It’s also important that we all continue 
to expand the number of electric 

S U P P L I E R S  |  N E S T E
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using Neste’s MY Renewable Diesel. It 
is also used at Helsinki Airport, where 
Neste is one of the fuel suppliers and 
where tanker trucks use the company’s 
renewable diesel for operations.

Meanwhile Finavia, Finland’s national 
airport operator, has been using Neste 
MY Renewable Diesel at Rovaniemi, 
Kuusamo, Ivalo and Kittilä airports in 
Finland since 2018.

Of course, it may well be that renewable 
diesel/HVO100 from other producers is 
used at different airports, Wood points 
out, and he is confident that renewable 
fuels will become ever more commonly 
used at air gateways. “Renewable diesel is 
a direct and more sustainable replacement 
for fossil diesel and can be used without 
modifications so it provides a great 
opportunity for airports to decarbonise 
their operations,” he says.

“As the Schiphol and Finavia examples 
show, it can be part of a broader package 
of measures to reduce the emissions from 

depending on the region-specific legislation 
that provides the methodology for the 
calculations and the raw material mix used 
to manufacture the product for each market.

“With our renewables production 
capacity increasing to 5.5 million tons by 
the end of 2023 and further to 6.8 million 
tons by the end of 2026, we are well 
equipped to help our customers around 
the world to make the switch to more 
sustainable solutions,” Zonneveld states. 

Supporting the move to greener 
aviation
The transition to renewable diesel for 
GSE and ramp vehicles stemmed from 
a fuel tender issued by KES which EG 
Group, one of Neste’s distributors in the 
Netherlands, won based on the proposed 
use of MY Renewable Diesel.

In issuing that tender, KES was 
supporting Royal Schiphol Group’s 
ambitious sustainability agenda.

Schiphol is not the only location to be 

vehicles at Schiphol. We are also going 
to considerably expand the number of 
charging stations.”

Neste is obviously delighted that 
it has attracted new business in the 
Dutch capital. “With KLM Equipment 
Services now starting to use our Neste 
MY Renewable Diesel for all diesel-
powered ground handling vehicles 
and machinery at the airport, our 
contribution to Schiphol's sustainability 
targets significantly increases,” says 
Peter Zonneveld, vice president sales 
renewable road transportation at the 
Espoo, Finland-headquartered oil 
refining and producing company.

“With Neste MY Renewable Diesel, the 
greenhouse gas emissions can be reduced by 
as much as 75 to 95% when emissions over 
the fuel’s life cycle are compared with fossil 
diesel. Companies can reduce their climate 
emissions in an instant by just changing to 
Neste MY Renewable Diesel.”

That 75 to 95% reduction varies 
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itself an ambitious goal to reach net zero 
carbon emission by 2050.”

He continues: “Within the aviation 
ecosystem there are a lot of opportunities 
to reduce the dependence on fossil 
energy. Whether it is using solar panels or 
renewable fuels, we see more and more 
airports accelerating their efforts to reduce 
the emissions from their operations. 
Renewable diesel is part of the solution.” 

Of course, as we have seen, using 
renewable diesel for ground transport 
vehicles and GSE is only one aspect 
of Neste’s wider effort to support the 
aviation industry, another being its supply 
of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF). As 
Wood points out, “Renewable fuels offer 
an available solution for industries which 
are harder to decarbonise. One of these 
is the aviation industry, which has set 

airport activities. We certainly would 
advocate for airports to investigate this 
quick and easy option to progress their 
decarbonisation plans.”

For Neste, such requirements are most 
likely to be seen and potentially fulfilled 
in geographical markets where Neste 
already has an existing supply system in 
place, including the US, Europe and several 
countries in the Asia-Pacific region.

S U P P L I E R S  |  N E S T E

ESS, an Oregon, 
US-headquartered 
manufacturer of long-
duration energy storage 
systems for commercial 
and utility-scale 

applications, is to supply its iron flow 
battery solution to Amsterdam Airport 
Schiphol.

ESS’s iron flow technology provides 
cost-effective long-duration energy 
storage and is ideal for applications 
that require up to 12 hours of flexible 
energy capacity, the company says. Its 
Energy Warehouse solution delivers 
“commercial and industrial scale 
energy storage without the challenges 

associated with toxic electrolytes, 
cooling requirements, fire risks, and 
other complications associated with 
other battery technologies”.

It will be used in a pilot programme 
to support the retirement of polluting 
diesel generators as part of Schiphol 
Airport’s ongoing efforts to maximise 
environmental sustainability. Schiphol 
expects to have emission-free ground 
operations by 2030. 

The pilot will be carried out with 
an ESS Energy Warehouse to recharge 
electric ground power units at the Dutch 
gateway, as electric GPUs come on line 
to replace diesel GPUs currently used to 
supply electrical power to aircraft when 

ESS to supply iron flow battery power to Schiphol

parked at the airport.
ESS’s Energy Warehouse was chosen 

for the pilot, it says, because of “its 
superior environmental and safety 
performance – ESS’s safe and non-
toxic iron flow batteries pose no fire or 
explosion risk, which makes them safe 
for use in close proximity to passenger 
aircraft”.

Notes Alan Greenshields, ESS director 
Europe: “The decarbonisation of air 
travel is crucial and Schiphol is leading 
the way. We are proud to partner with a 
leading airport operator to demonstrate 
and pilot the key role that long-duration 
energy storage will play in helping 
to decarbonise airport operations 
and reduce ground level emissions, 
improving air quality for airport and 
airline employees and passengers.” 

Oscar Maan, manager of innovation 
at Schiphol’s operator, Royal Schiphol 
Group, adds: “We hope that the 
partnership with ESS enables Schiphol 
to advance our electrification and 
decarbonisation strategy.

“If this pilot is successful, this is 
a double win as it both reduces our 
carbon footprint and reduces air 
pollution.”

Maan continues: “This pilot 
will also be part of TULIPS. Royal 
Schiphol Group is leading the TULIPS 
consortium, funded by the EU as 
part of the European Green Deal. 
The consortium aims to speed up the 
rollout of sustainable technologies in 
aviation and significantly contribute 
towards zero emissions and zero waste 
at the EU’s 300+ airports by 2030 and 
climate-neutral aviation by 2050. 
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The first year of the Stargate project 
involved a large amount of preparatory 
work (including tender procedures and 
market surveys), as well as the first on-
site applications. These developments 
included the deployment of electric 
ground handling equipment, while 
electric hydrant fuel dispensers were 
tested and a first version of the ‘digital 
twin’ of the four participating airports 
was also created.

Brussels Airport is acting as project 
leader on Stargate, but the initiative 

The Stargate project was 
officially launched in 
November 2021, with 
funding assistance 
provided by the European 
Union as part of the 

latter’s European Green Deal programme 
to drive the EU towards climate neutrality. 
Stargate now encompasses a consortium 
of no less than 21 partners working with 
airport operators like Brussels Airport 
Company to make aviation and airports 
across Europe more sustainable.

also involves three other European air 
gateways as well as airlines, mobility 
specialists, educational and research 
bodies, and local authorities. The full 
list of those involved takes in: Athens 
International Airport; Budapest 
Airport; Aéroport de Toulouse-Blagnac; 
Brussels Airlines; TUI; DHL Aviation; 
Engie Laborelec; Air Cargo Belgium; 
Skytanking; skeyes; To70; Lux Mobility; 
the University of Hasselt; the Erasmus 
Centre for Urban, Port and Transport 
Economics; IES R&D; Sopra Steria; the 

Green refuelling at Brussels

The Stargate project is an example of how airport operators can work with a 
large number of stakeholders on various projects to improve the sustainability 
of aviation operations at their gateways. One of those involved, Brussels Airport 
Company, explains what might be achievable with the different links in the 
aviation chain working together for a greener future

Brussels Airport reaches for 
the stars

A I R P O R T S  |  B R U S S E L S  A I R P O R T
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the optimum charging infrastructure. In 
the future, Skytanking wants to develop, 
test and use its own 100% electric hydrant 
fuel dispensers; this will go hand in hand 
with the implementation of the necessary 
infrastructural changes at the airport, the 
airport operator adds. 

Digital innovation 
Stargate has also seen the creation of 
digital twins, 3D-models of airports that 
map the energy use and CO2 emissions 
generated by various on-airport processes, 
so that a calculation can be made of where 
improvements and adjustments are possible 
and necessary. For example, it is possible 
to map the impact of additional solar panel 
parks before actually installing them.

The first version of the digital twin 
for the four partner airports – Brussels, 
Athens, Budapest and Toulouse – was 
developed in collaboration with Stargate 
partner Integrated Environmental 
Solutions Ltd (IES).

including electric high loaders and 
electric cargo tractors.

After what was described as an 
“extensive and positive test period”, 
Brussels Airport Company says that DHL 
will “soon be making a first significant 
investment in the electrification of its 
ground handling equipment, with the 
purchase of electric tractors, belt loaders 
and nose lifters for making its ground 
operations more sustainable”.

Plus, aviation fuel service provider 
Skytanking is also undertaking a large-
scale test at Brussels of two fully electric 
hydrant fuel dispensers. These made-to-
measure vehicles operated by fuel supplier 
Turkish Fuel Services are of a Belgian 
design and are being tested to gain the 
necessary insights into charging solutions 
and battery performance, Brussels Airport 
Company says.

The test programme will run until 
March this year, and will help determine 
the ideal battery size for each truck and 

Province of Flemish Brabant; Quatra; 
the Flemish Institute for Technological 
Research (VITO); NMBS; and the 
Flanders Institute for Logistics.

Amongst the project’s goals is to 
“develop innovations and initiatives for 
an accelerated transition to a greener 
aviation”, Brussels Airport Company 
notes, with – at the time of writing – some 
30 different projects that can largely be 
grouped around three themes: further 
decarbonisation, improving the quality 
of local environments and promoting a 
modal shift.

Electric GSE
Taking the first of these three themes, 
one area of development of the Stargate 
programme is the testing of electric 
ground handling equipment. Over the 
past year and more, DHL Aviation – one 
of the partners within the consortium – 
has tested various types of electric ground 
handling equipment during operations, 
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to test and realise, based on the context of 
our specific airports, the knowledge we 
can share and the knowledge the partners 
involved can attribute.”

Plenty of progress has already been 
made within the five-year programme’s 
scope, Vandenhouten believes. As we 
have seen, DHL has already confirmed 
that it will be purchasing electric tractors, 
belt loaders and nose lifters to make its 
ground operations more sustainable. It 
requires an investment to switch to these 
electric vehicles, as well as the necessary 
charging infrastructure and the training 
of employees, she says, observing that, as 
with electric cars, the move to electric will 
happen gradually within the industry.

There are options other than electric 
battery power, too. Toulouse Airport 
has experience in the field of vehicles 
that run on hydrogen, so Brussels is also 
looking into possibilities in that field. 
“We are determining locations to possibly 
put a mobile refuelling station at our 
airport to be able to test hydrogen-fuelled 
vehicles,” Vandenhouten informs. “We 
will be mapping which ground handling 
equipment already exists on hydrogen to 
decide if we will be testing those as well.”

Additionally, within the scope of Stargate, 
Brussels Airport Company is also planning 
to test the potential for electric taxiing using 
an electric TaxiBot, a project scheduled for 
this year. TaxiBot is a semi-robotic, pilot-
controlled tow tractor.

The Skytanking testing is, meanwhile, 
ongoing. Skytanking is the first company 
to test first-generation industrial lithium 
battery hydrant dispensers on a European 
airport of the size of Brussels, which 
entails significant distances.

The intention is to deploy the 
electric fuel hydrant dispensers “to the 
maximum”, fuelling between 15 and 25 
aircraft a day with a single charge per 
vehicle, Vandenhouten says. The project 
is being carried out now, in the [2022-23] 
winter season and the information that is 
being collected – until March 2023 – will 
help to determine the ideal battery size 
for each truck and the optimal charging 
infrastructure. 

This way, the lifespan and cost efficiency 

be processed in these sustainable fuels, 
has taken a brand-new OiloBox truck 
into use in the past year. This truck will 
be used to collect household deep-frying 
oil from collection points in the vicinity 
of Brussels Airport. To encourage people 
to participate in this Belgian example 
of circularity, a collaboration is also 
being started with Vandemoortele and a 
population survey and awareness raising 
campaign will follow, in cooperation with 
the University of Hasselt and the Province 
of Flemish Brabant.

Meanwhile, Aéroport de Toulouse-Blagnac 
and Athens International Airport are 
collaborating with the University of Hasselt 
and aviation consultancy agency To70 to 
consider how the introduction of SAF and 
the use of sustainable aviation fuels at these 
airports could also be promoted.

Looking back
Christel Vandenhouten, head of 
sustainable development at Brussels 
Airport Company, explains more about 
the thinking behind Stargate and the 
airport operator’s role in the programme. 
At the end of 2020, following the 
European Commission’s call to submit 
projects aimed at moving to more 
sustainable transportation within the 
scope of the EU Green Deal, Brussels 
Airport Company took the initiative to 
bring together 21 partners who would 
strive to make a considerable contribution 
to achieving climate goals in the short 
term, she recalls.

“With the Stargate project, Brussels 
Airport acting as project leader together 
with this consortium intends to accelerate 
the transition to a sustainable and zero-
carbon airport and build green airports 
as multimodal hubs for sustainable and 
smart mobility.”

The partnership was granted 24.8 
million Euros (US$26.5 million) by the 
European Commission to realise the 
Stargate project over a period of five 
years, starting in November 2021.

Vandenhouten continues: “The 
European Commission’s call provided a 
framework, and together with our partners 
we identified concrete projects we wanted 

Athens International Airport and 
Budapest Airport, in collaboration with 
Air Cargo Belgium, are also currently 
working on the digitisation of their cargo 
operations modelled after the Digital 
Green Lane at Brussels Airport. Such 
a facility represents a more automated, 
paperless process for cargo handling and 
a better use of the available capacity, 
meaning shorter waiting times for trucks 
landside and thereby reducing CO2 
emissions at the airports.

Looking forward
The future introduction of sustainable 
aviation fuels (SAF) is another component 
of Stargate. An important change since 
the start of the project has been the 
availability since January this year of 
the NATO pipeline to Brussels Airport 
for the transport of sustainable fuels in 
addition to kerosene. This exceptionally 
sustainable means of transport for SAF 
will reduce the need for a large-scale 
blending plant; as a result, alternative 
actions are currently being considered, 
such as the small-scale mixing of biofuel 
with kerosene with high blend ratios, the 
airport operator points out.

Plus, Quatra, as Stargate partner for the 
supply of used deep-frying oil that can 
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through the use of greener landings and 
innovative techniques for test runs.”

That is not all. “Through our airport 
tariffs, we give airlines an incentive 
to renew their fleet and deploy newer 
aircraft,” Vandenhouten remarks. “Today, 
there is already a differentiation based 
on noise. In our new tariffs, which are 
in the final phase of approval by the 
regulator, the environmental component 
will become even larger and will also take 
NOx into account.

“Furthermore, we are evolving into 
a multimodal transport hub with bike 
infrastructure, buses, trams and trains to 
help passengers, employees, visitors and 
local residents to move about sustainably.

“Lastly, we focus on our most important 
strength: our employees. Sustainability 
will be a fundamental driver of our HR 
[human resources] policy for the coming 
years, as we believe it is important to 
create a positive environment in which 
people can grow.”  

planning a survey of all its handlers about 
the development of charging stations 
airside (covering locations and capacities) 
to identify and provide the infrastructure 
they would need. 

Sustainability is key
“At Brussels Airport, our sustainable 
approach is embedded in everything we 
do,” Vandenhouten declares. “We focus 
on decarbonisation, circular principles, a 
better living environment, the airport as an 
intermodal hub and inclusion and diversity.

“In terms of energy use, we are evolving 
towards renewable energy production 
through on-site solar panels to reduce 
the purchase of green electricity. We are 
electrifying our corporate car fleet and 
we are also investing in circularity with a 
sustainable label for new buildings and a 
higher recycling rate.

“On top of that, we are reducing noise 
nuisance and the impact on air quality to 
improve the living environment, for example 

of the customised fuel hydrant dispensers 
Skytanking will develop over the coming 
years will perfectly match the characteristics 
of airports like Brussels Airport – or other 
European airports that can replicate this 
concept, Vandenhouten advises.

“The switch to electric equipment is a 
great improvement in terms of emissions, 
engine noise and air quality – both for the 
surroundings and for employees working on 
the tarmac,” she considers. “It will require 
some time getting used to the new vehicles, 
given that these require a completely 
different approach to make sure they are 
charged at the right time. Needless to say, 
employees are thoroughly trained to work 
safely with the new equipment. During the 
current test phase, DHL will analyse the 
operational impact, the battery autonomy 
and noise measurement.”

Electric equipment is not new to 
Brussels Airport. It already has a fleet 
of 30 electric buses providing passenger 
transport on the tarmac, and it is also 
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In November, the UK’s Birmingham Airport 
carried out a programme of airfield maintenance 
work that saw large amounts of runway and 
taxiway resurfaced and improved, as well as 
supporting infrastructure repaired or enhanced

Vital maintenance 

The work, which cost 
in the region of £2 
million to execute, was 
done entirely at night, 
thus meaning that the 
airfield’s flight operations 

were not compromised in any way (the 
runway closed as scheduled only from 
23:15hrs to 06:00hrs each night of the 
shutdown period). Carrying out this sort 
of work in November makes sense for 
the UK airport, given that the hours of 
darkness then are longer and so the hours 

of flying operations are fewer.
The project involved removing 

significant amounts of aircraft tyre 
rubber from taxiways and runways, as 
well as resurfacing. In fact, a team of 
approximately 80 engineers carried out 
the following improvements:

• Replaced 500m2 of taxiway 
concrete located near the airport’s 
main terminal

• Removed 16,600m2 of tyre rubber 
on the runway that had been 
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The location of all of an operator’s 
GSE assets can be displayed on a 

single map

deposited by landing aircraft
• Cleared more than 6,000m of 

airfield drains to reduce the risk 
of flooding

• Repaired 110m of cracked runway 
edge drain surface

• Removed and replaced 1,100m2 of 
cracked runway surface

• Repainted 10,000m of runway and 
taxiway line markings

• Surveyed 180,000m2 of runway 
pavement using mobile vehicle 
systems to collect data on the surface 
and below-ground structures

• Undertook safety-critical testing of 
airfield lighting and navigational 
aid systems

Once the day’s flight operations were 
concluded, specialist machinery was used 
to mill off 50mm of the existing surface 
of runway in need of repair before new 
asphalt was laid and compacted. The 
asphalt then set and the runway surface 
was ready to use again by the time flights 
were scheduled to resume a few hours 
later as dawn broke over the English West 
Midlands gateway. 

A high-pressure water blasting system 
was also used to remove the rubber that had 
accumulated on surfaces from aircraft tyres. 
Removing this rubber is necessary to ensure 
that the runway surface retains a safe level 
of friction, and so grip, when wet. 

Birmingham’s runway friction values 
are assessed using a type of continuous 
friction measuring equipment (CFME) 
called a Mu-Meter. The Mu-Muter is a 
small three-wheeled trailer equipped 
with a powerful on-board processor that 
compiles runway friction reports over a 
100m rolling average.

The water blasting system is lorry-
mounted and used an ultra-high-pressure 
water pump to deliver water to a rotary 
cleaning head mounted to the front 
of the vehicle. The rubber or paint is 
progressively removed from the surface as 
the jet head rotates and travels across the 
surface. Water and rubber is subsequently 
removed from the head under vacuum 
and collects in a debris tank.

On affected taxiways, cracked taxiway 
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major projects at the airport in recent 
years and was also the main contractor for 
our works carried during the November 
2022 runway closure period,” Roberts 
confirms. Plus: “Our maintenance teams 
are supported by a number of specialist 
contractors who have previously worked 
at the airport.”

He continues: “During the works, 
we hold a pre-shift briefing with the 
contractors each night to discuss the 
plan and ensure appropriate controls 
are in place for all activities. Most of the 
airport team have been involved in these 
works many times before, so there’s a 
wealth of experience to draw upon for 
any challenges that may arise during the 
construction period.”

A similar process is likely to happen once 
again later this year, Roberts confirming: 
“We schedule planned maintenance around 
the airfield and this is normally carried out 
during November due to [the availability of] 
access to the runway.” 

night over the course of the month 
of November – Roberts confirms that 
the four-week programme of work 
encompassed a total of 20 shifts every 
Monday to Friday – but the project was 
much longer in the planning. Indeed, 
thinking about what will be needed a year 
from now starts pretty much now.

“We start to review the airfield works 
each January, so it takes around 10-12 
months from planning and feasibility, 
through design and construction, to 
project handover,” Roberts explains. 

First, the airport team needs to 
work out what resurfacing and other 
maintenance work will need to be 
carried out and then a package of work 
needs to be formalised. This project is 
then put out to tender. In the case of 
last November’s work, VolkerFitzpatrick 
acted as lead contractor, and did much 
of its work in-house or using airfield-
experienced subcontractors.

“VolkerFitzpatrick has carried out 

slabs measuring 5m by 5m are cut and 
broken out to a depth of up to 535mm. 
Steel reinforcement was added and 
different joints installed to prevent large 
cracks occurring in the new concrete. 
Fast-setting, pavement-quality concrete 
was used to replace the cracked slabs.

By the time the first flights pushed back 
a few hours later, the replaced sections 
were rock-solid and ready to bear the 
weight of an aircraft. 

Nick Roberts, senior project manager 
at Birmingham Airport, comments: “Our 
airfield is vast, so the chances are most 
people, even those living nearby, won’t 
have been aware of our night-time activity 
this autumn.

“We do these vital jobs annually to 
ensure our runway and its taxiways 
are safe and in good shape to serve our 
customers for the next 12 months.”  

Prior preparation and planning
The work was undertaken almost every 
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Wireless ramp communication systems provider dBD Communications has 

made great strides in cracking the large North American market for such 

technology… and is hoping to build on the success achieved so far

dBD Communications eyes 
lucrative US market

The Covid pandemic hit 
apron system suppliers 
of all sorts hard, and 
Basildon, Essex, UK-
headquartered dBD 
Communications did 

not escape the ramifications of the crisis. 
Government financial support helped as 
the aviation-related parts of its business 
went ‘flat’, recalls managing director David 
O’Connell and, during those lean years, 
the company was tided over by its strong 
presence in the rail market, he informs.

But demand for airfield ramp wireless 
communication systems is now once 
again picking up and, furthermore, 
dBD Communications is satisfying 
requirements for such systems across 
the Atlantic in the US – a relatively new 

market for the company.
Initial sales into that vast market began 

with the purchase of a number of dBD 
communications systems by PrimeFlight 
Aviation Services towards the end of 
2021. PrimeFlight had been introduced 
to dBD technology through the latter’s 
provision of communications systems to 
Vestergaard for its de-icers.

That sale prompted O’Connell to look 
seriously into the potential for further 
deliveries into North America, and – 
within a couple of weeks of a visit to 
Dubai-headquartered aviation services 
provider dnata – a contract had been 
signed for supplying the handler with 
ramp communications technology to 
equip its New York JFK operation.

Other new customers signed up in the 

US have included Quantum Aviation 
Services based at Orlando, Florida, and 
Integrated Deicing Services (IDS).

As was the case for PrimeFlight, the dBD 
apron communications systems will support 
IDS’s de-icing teams and, in this regard, 
O’Connell declares: “We have proven 
ourselves in ramp de-icing operations. We 
understand the processes and technologies 
that are needed, whether for single-cab 
de-icer operations, or for supporting 
vehicle driver and de-icing operator 
communications, as well as supporting 
communications among all the vehicles 
involved in multi-unit de-icing operations.”

Furthermore, at the time of writing, 
discussions are in progress with airline 
JetBlue, as well as with dnata about 
potentially equipping all its 26 US 
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O’Connell insists – its systems have at 
least 150m range, and they also do not 
drop out when a handler moves his head. 
Plus, the Bluetooth-based technology on 
which they rely is extremely robust and 
reliable, he adds.

Another important issue in the past has 
related to battery power longevity. Some 
systems might last little more than three 
or four hours without batteries needing 
to be recharged or replaced, but dBD 
Communications’ batteries are good for at 
least 24 hours, O’Connell promises.

Wireless systems are also more 
expensive than their wired counterparts 
– but the benefits more than outweigh 
that downside and, anyway, dBD 
Communications’ systems are more than 
affordable, he concludes. 

some remain unconvinced, O’Connell 
says – especially those handlers who are 
happy to tread the same path around 
an aircraft on pushback that they have 
done for years, and are uninterested 
in the greater freedom that untethered 
headsets offer. 

Moreover, says O’Connell, many of 
the limitations of previous-generation 
wireless headsets that might have put 
some potential buyers off have now 
been solved. For example, range has 
always been an issue. Some past apron 
communication systems had very limited 
range, while any obstacles to ‘line-of-
sight’ communications can further 
impede the distance over which effective 
RF-based communications can take place.

But that is not a problem for dBD, 

stations with dBD wireless equipment. 
O’Connell has some innovative ideas 
about how dBD’s systems might be used 
to support dnata’s pushback and wing-
walking operations right across its North 
American network, he says.

“So, our business is definitely on the 
up,” O’Connell enthuses.

Changing minds
Whatever the geographical market, 
there is stll work to be done to persuade 
potential customers of the value of 
wireless technology for ramp operations, 
O’Connell suggests. The benefits are 
many, not least in terms of safety and 
convenience for handlers and mitigation 
of the risk of highly expensive damage to 
GSE or aircraft caused by collisions, but 
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In particular, the study calls 
for the greater introduction of 
what it calls ‘Enhanced GSE’ – 
equipment that benefits from 
technologies such as anti-
collision and inching systems, as 

well as those that offer improved vehicle 
control and/or docking accuracy – and, 
as such, both minimises the risks of 
both damage to aircraft (and GSE) and 

At the end of last year, the International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
published a paper entitled ‘IATA Ground Damage Report: The Case for 
Enhanced Ground Support Equipment’. In the paper, the trade body called 
for a move in the industry to improve ground support equipment as part of 
efforts to improve safety on the ramp

potential injuries to people.
The IATA study estimates that the annual 

cost of damage sustained on the ramp could 
double to nearly US$10 billion by 2035, 
unless preventive action is taken. This cost 
estimate covers both direct costs (including 
labour and material costs, temporary leasing 
costs, logistical expenses and administrative 
costs) and indirect costs (including lost 
revenues, crew and passenger repositioning 

costs, compensation costs for delayed 
services and much more).

Some of the key findings of the study 
include:

• Most damage to stationary aircraft is 
caused by mobile GSE coming into 
contact with the fuselage of aircraft

• The damage rate seen for widebodied 
aircraft is 10 times higher than that 
of narrowbody aircraft, although 
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Handlers are doing what they can to minimise the potential for the wide 
range of GSE they use to cause damage to aircraft
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handlers’ fleets
• Manufacturers of aircraft and GSE 

should continue to work together 
on ways to ensure that GSE can 
operate safely and efficiently 
around aircraft

• Nations/states should consider 
policies and strategies that 
incentivise the use of Enhanced GSE

Along with helping to prevent damage 
to aircraft on the ground, the transition 
to Enhanced GSE will also support the 
industry’s commitment to achieve net zero 
carbon dioxide emissions by 2050, IATA 
says, considering that most of the new 
equipment that incorporates these latest 
safety features is electrically powered.

“Most Enhanced GSE is electrically 
powered, making it cleaner and more 
energy efficient,” Careen says. “While the 
main focus of aviation’s decarbonisation 
efforts is on how we power aircraft, what 
happens on the ground cannot be ignored. 

improve safety. And with the cost of 
ground damage growing across the 
industry there is a clear business case 
supporting early adoption.

“The challenge now is to put together 
a roadmap so that all stakeholders are 
aligned on a transition plan,” he suggests.

Other recommendations from IATA 
include:

• Owners of GSE should develop 
business plans to transition their 
fleets to Enhanced GSE

• Ground service providers (GSPs) 
should be ready to integrate 
Enhanced GSE into their fleets by 
preparing and putting in place the 
necessary training and processes

• Airlines should work with GSPs 
to encourage the use of Enhanced 
GSE for their aircraft turnarounds, 
and put in place incentives that 
promote the introduction of 
further Enhanced GSE within their 

regional jets, turboprops and 
narrowbody commercial aircraft 
are 30% more likely to suffer severe 
ground damage

• Belt loaders, cargo loaders, 
passenger stairs and passenger 
boarding bridges (PBBs) are 
responsible for approximately 40% 
of total incidents of damage to 
aircraft on the ground (this data is 
sourced from IATA’s own ground 
damage incident database)

IATA believes that transitioning three-
quarters of the global fleet of belt loaders, 
cargo loaders, passenger stairs and PBBs 
to Enhanced GSE would reduce the 
current expected ground damage cost per 
turn rate by 42%.

“Transitioning to Enhanced GSE with 
anti-collision technology is a no-brainer,” 
asserts Nick Careen, IATA’s senior vice 
president operations, safety and security. 
“We have proven technology that can 
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It is perhaps somewhat surprising 
that so much damage is sustained 
by widebodied aircraft compared to 
narrowbodied and smaller aircraft, but 
Savage has an explanation. “The damage 
inflicted on widebodied aircraft is largely 
due to baggage/cargo loading/unloading 
activities,” he observes, noting that 
incidents involving narrowbodies and 
regional jets/turbo-props on the other 
hand tend to be less frequent but more 
severe, because damage to these aircraft 
“typically involves the aircraft wings, 
flaps or engines, which are more within 
the operating envelope of GSE than is the 
case with widebodied aircraft”.

And why does IATA think that the cost 
of damage caused by collisions is going to 
increase so dramatically in the period up to 
2035? “To arrive at the end figure forecast 
(nearly $10 billion by 2035) we asked the 
question ‘What will the situation be in 2035, 
if we don’t take action by implementing 
enhanced GSE?’ The study set out to answer 
that,” Savage says.

“The projections are linear and assume 
the continued increase in air traffic, an 
increasing number of aircraft, no action 
taken to address the damage rates, as well 
as a consistent ratio of direct and indirect 
costs. Therefore, at the moment, the 
increase is primarily due to there being 
more aircraft and more departures (and 
therefore more collisions – since we assume 
no change is made to the GSE), together 
with some measure of expected increases in 
direct and indirect costs,” he advises.

Clearly most operators would love to use 
Enhanced GSE, but it comes at a price; but 
IATA is sure that GSPs can be persuaded 
that the extra investment is worth their 
while. “As the report points out,” Savage 
says, “the expected result of using Enhanced 
GSE is a reduction of ground damage costs, 
but this is really more of a ‘cost avoidance’ 
than a ‘cost reduction’.

“The benefit is reduced aircraft ground 
damage, which comes about by investing in 
enhanced GSE. Aircraft operators and their 
GSPs need to work together to balance the 
benefits and the costs. Insurers also need to 
assess the changed risk profile and adjust 
accordingly,” Savage adds. 

with proximity sensing and warning 
systems as recommended in AHM 910, 
AHM 913 and other specific equipment 
sections in AHM chapter 9.

“We were not aware of any other term 
for this equipment and the group we were 
working with (which included ground 
handlers, airlines and GSE manufacturers) 
did not raise any objections and have in fact 
adopted the term.”

Savage looks back at the methodology 
behind the IATA study. “We worked with 
both internal and external partners. A 
lot of the fundamental data regarding 
GSE-inflicted damage comes from our 
IDX [Incident Data eXchange] portfolio; 
the traffic growth and aircraft type mix is 
a combination of IATA traffic forecasts, 
aircraft manufacturer forecasts and 
independent forecasts; the damage costs 
are estimated primarily from our industry 
contacts; the rates of GSE retirements, 
replacements and new GSE (with 
Enhanced and non-Enhanced GSE) are 
the result of a Monte Carlo simulation [a 
model used to predict the probability of 
a variety of outcomes when the potential 
for random variables is present].

“Finally, the forecast increasing cost 
of aircraft ground damage is made with 
linear extrapolations and does not account 
for any other potential influences.”

The transition to Enhanced GSE will 
contribute to our industry’s top priorities 
of safety and sustainability.”

As for IATA’s own role in making the 
transition, it will – it says – work with 
industry partners to implement strategies, 
goals and programmes to drive the 
adoption of Enhanced GSE.

The IATA Airport Handling Manual 
(AHM) already advises on the design and 
use of GSE anti-collision systems as a best 
practice, while the IATA Safety Audit for 
Ground Operations (ISAGO) has “seen 
renewed interest among airlines”, the 
association informs, with 55 carriers having 
signed up for the ISAGO report/audit data 
sharing scheme in 2022. Based on IATA’s 
AHM, ISAGO already provides an auditable 
framework for safe ground operations, and 
it is continuously updated as technology 
evolves, including those technologies 
associated with Enhanced GSE.

Making progress
Enhanced GSE is not a new term. Steven 
Savage, senior safety data analyst ground 
operations at IATA, explains: “Enhanced 
GSE is a term that IATA has used since 
we published requirements for this GSE 
in the AHM around 2016.  This term 
is used to describe GSE that has been 
equipped (either from new or retrofitted) 
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While the name 
Magnus 
Johansson is 
known around 
the world for 
his association 

with, ownership and leadership of Kalmar 
Motor, many do not know that he is the 
youngest of three brothers and that both 
of his older siblings have also played 
important roles in the success of the 
company – with Bengt Johansson acting 
as chief designer and Anders Johansson 
in the role of IT manager.

Going back to the mid-1980s, it was 
Anders and Bengt who were first to 
join Kalmar Motor as contractors, 
working on rebuilding drive axles for the 
baggage tractor range of vehicles it was 
manufacturing at the time.

The original owner and founder, the 

late Bo Elfström, had started to formulate 
an idea for a towbarless piece of 
equipment for commercial aircraft towing 
tractors. Elfström and Bengt Johansson 
jointly developed this idea and it quickly 
became a success in the market.

Anders Johansson was then brought in 
to work on the new Maxi dispatch towing 
concept – of which more below. He also 
handled a service contract for SAS in 
Copenhagen for many years.

Magnus Johansson was first employed 
at Kalmar Motor in 1987, when his 
role in the company was not in sales or 
senior management; rather, it was to 
engineer and manage the production 
line for the company’s conventional 
aircraft handling tractors.

As with Anders and Bengt Johansson, 
it did not take very long for Elfström 
to identify the potential in Magnus 

Johansson and he was soon assisting his 
brothers with the towbarless tractors and 
at the same time helping Elfström on the 
operations side of the company.

In the early years, Kalmar Motor had 
developed the TBL100, TBL180 and 
the very large TBL400 Maxi towbarless 
tractors. The TBL400 Maxi was designed 
for the handling of any widebodied 
aircraft, but most importantly it was 
designed for ‘dispatch’ type towing – in 
which the tractor tows a fully loaded 
aircraft to a start position on a runway at 
speeds to match that of an aircraft taxiing 
under its own engine power.

From the outset, the idea was to reduce 
aircraft fuel consumption and CO2 
emissions and, in 1993, the Johansson 
brothers designed and manufactured 
Kalmar Motor’s first fully electric-
powered TBL: the TBL100E. This 

A GSE 
legacy

After 36 years at Kalmar 

Motor AB, managing 

director Magnus 

Johansson has sold 

his majority share to 

Vestergaard Company, 

thus giving Vestergaard 

full ownership of the 

innovative, Sweden-

based aircraft tractor 

manufacturer
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stay true to its manufacturing, innovation-
based vision and that the company should 
remain based in the city of Kalmar. 
And, having worked with Elfström for 
many years, both Magnus Johansson and 
Petersson stayed true to their previous 
employer; they continued to develop and 
innovate in just the same way as their 
friend had previously done. 

Magnus Johansson took the role of sales 
director, Bengt Johansson that of chief 
designer and Anders Johansson became 
IT manager as well as offering assistance 
in the areas of design and manufacturing. 
Mention should also be made of Bo 
Karlsson, who from 2000 worked very 
closely with the three brothers while also 
assisting Magnus Johansson in many of 
the day-to-day operations of the company.

Varied portfolio
Alongside the aircraft handling tractors, 
Kalmar Motor has also manufactured 
special equipment for the material 

and, as of 1 January 1997, Magnus 
Johansson became a joint owner of 
Kalmar Motor, sharing 50/50 ownership 
with Mats Petersson. 

Prior to his retirement, Elfström 
declared that he wanted Kalmar Motor to 

was predominantly designed for gate 
pushbacks with the benefit of reduced 
operational and maintenance costs, 
while improving efficiency and, most 
importantly, cutting CO2 emissions.

Elfström retired in December 1996 
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the design and development of Li-ion 
powered tractors back in 2008, with 
the first models being delivered to 
Scandinavian carrier SAS in 2009.

By contrast, many of Kalmar Motor’s 
competitors have only comparatively 
recently entered the market with electric 
powered aircraft handling tractors 
and, today, Kalmar Motor remains a 
leading manufacturer of a wide range of 
conventional and towbarless tractors, all 
powered by the latest lithium-ion powered 
battery technology.

While the company remains relatively 
small in comparison to some of its peers 
in the business, under the leadership 
of Magnus Johansson it has focused on 
its engineering strength, with a team of 
employees who understand the requirements 
of the ground support industry.

In addition, Magnus Johansson directed 
the Kalmar Motor operation to run 
smoothly and effectively with a simplified 
Swedish, creative focus.

The role of the three Johansson 
brothers stayed much the same for 25 
years, although Magnus did take the 
position of managing director/CEO when 
Mats Petersson retired in 2015. 

As part of the transition of Kalmar 
Motor to Vestergaard Company, Magnus 
Johansson is to stay on as a member of 
the board of directors. Alongside this 
role, he will continue to help with the 
manufacture of the special industrial 
machines under a new company, JBM 
Company Kalmar AB. (JBM combines the 
initials of Johan, Bengt and Magnus, with 
Johan being a former long-term employee 
of Kalmar Motor).

Bengt Johansson will also continue to 
work at Kalmar Motor for two or three 
days a week, providing support to its 
engineering team, helping to ensure that 
the company’s quality, vision and world-
leading technology is passed on.

As the Johansson brothers hand the 
Kalmar Motor baton to Vestergaard 
Company (another Scandinavian family-
based company), their vision is expected 
to remain part of the company, so that 
Kalmar Motor lives on as an innovation-
driven aircraft tractor manufacturer. 

was to utilise this business to generate 
new technology that could perhaps be 
used within the GSE sector. As chief 
designer, Bengt Johansson would not 
only take an important role in the design 
of these special machines, he would 
also play the lead role in their build and 
manufacture, just as he did with any new 
aircraft tractor.

Leading the way
Kalmar Motor originally invested in 

handling sector. Generally, if nobody else 
made it, and something quite different 
was required, Kalmar Motor would do it.

Over the years, it has manufactured 
special cable roll handlers for the cable 
manufacturing industry, machines used in 
car manufacturing plants for the handling 
of diecast cases, and material handling 
machinery for smelting factories and 
many other industries.

The vision around designing and 
producing these special one-off machines 
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The TBL400 Maxi being tested in Stockholm

A young Bengt Johansson with the first TBL100 with ‘remote control’
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